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i. Abstract 
 
 
 
This practice-led research project examines the corporeal experience of constructed environments in 
participatory performance. Conducted in an iterative approach, this practice-led study has consisted 
of two prior creative practice cycles that have allowed for experimentation and development of the 
final examinable outcome entitled Dulcet. Each cycle has been self-reflexive in form, collecting data 
and evaluating the findings to inform each subsequent round of practice. The study is informed by 
phenomenology and the lived experience, therefore the weighting of the research is 75% creative 
practice in the examinable work Dulcet and 25% exegetical component. The research interrogates 
the corporeal experience of the participant in immersive environments. Drawing on the work of 
installation artist Ilya Kabakov, Gaston Bachelard’s The Poetics of Space (1964) and Liebniz’s theory 
of the monad, the study creates a framework through which to examine audient-centric art works that 
place the participant at centre of the work. In addition the research contributes new terminology to the 
discourse surrounding the participant experience in participatory performance and immersive 
environments. The role of ambiguity in spatial design and the construct of the monadic environment 
will be discussed as possible techniques for using the physical scape as a means for accessing the 
internal geography of the participant and, as a result, evoking memory recall and summoning the 
performed ghost. 
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1.0 Introduction 
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The notion of the audience fascinates me, and for years I have played with the relationship between 
performer, audience and space. I have experimented with different art forms to try and arrive at a 
place where I felt I was engaging the audience as a collection of individuals, acknowledging their 
ability to make meaning, and also to drive their own engagement. My research into audience 
relationships began during my undergraduate degree, with experiments in interactive street theatre 
through to an Honours project, investigating audient driven dramaturgy in visual theatre. The current 
manifestation of this pursuit is the art form that this PhD has developed, a practice I describe as 
audient-centric. This term describes my work that is created for the audience to experience and which 
can only occur in their presence.  
Recently I had the pleasure of being asked to sit on a panel regarding the question of audience in 
contemporary art practice. Present on the panel were people I regard very highly for both their 
knowledge and the canon of their practice. As we discussed and problematised terms such as 
audience engagement, audience involvement and, broadly, the question of audience as a term, I 
drew upon my PhD research, pushing my panel members to think of the audience not as a mass but 
as a make-up of small individuals who are rich in experience and stories and who are looking for 
opportunities to be engaged. I put forth a provocation of what the future would be for small audience 
based works in increasingly competitive funding rounds. We bantered back and forth, with several 
panel and audience members adopting terms such as ‘audient-centric’ and ‘singular experience’. As 
an academic and an artist it was beautiful to watch these terms come to life from the pages of my 
written exegesis and into the artistic community.  
As an artist, my continual search for the form through which I wanted to engage the audience 
emotionally has been an incredible journey. In my Honours, I discovered that visual images, sound, 
light and darkness, and ambiguous stimuli, evoked strong emotions in audience members. I recall 
sitting up at 4am reading through the post show surveys from my Honours creative practice and 
remarking that the data was revealing something unexpected – the audience members articulated 
their reading of the work through their own experience and memories. A small visual moment of two 
female performers tying shoes transported an audience member back to the time when she and her 
sister would sit on the front steps of their home; a moment when the performers buried books became 
a memory of camping with someone’s father; rain falling onto a performer became a memory of 
playing in the rain with a friend; and the moment of kissing a loved one goodbye became the time an 
audience member had to say goodbye to their sister for good. This moment was a monumental 
 
 
3 
influence and I have been searching ever since for my own Gesamtkunstwerk
1
 – my own total form 
with which to engage the audience and evoke memory.  
Although there is a large body of research and a renewed interest in meta-cognition and theatre (see 
Engaging Audiences: A cognitive approach to spectating in theatre, Theatre & Mind, Performance & 
Cognition: Theatre Studies and the Cognitive Turn and The Provocation of Senses in Contemporary 
Theatre), this study does not engage with this field of research. Rather than seeking to detail and 
understand the cognitive functions of audience members in immersive environments, this research 
details my journey through creating immersive environments driven by practice-led experimentation. 
The purpose of this study was to set up the conditions for memory recall through the design of an 
environment and to test if these ideas worked. The research did not seek a scientific or quantitative 
analysis of meta-cognition and memory recall, rather it offers one example of how space can be 
manipulated to set up the conditions for an emotional response and, in turn, potential memory recall. 
Participant recall cannot be predicted, and this will be seen throughout the study. It is in the interviews 
and the minutiae of the audience recounts of their experience that I find the juiciest, most fascinating 
data, as it shows how immersion can differ between each and every audience experience, and the 
nature of their emotional engagement is as different and individual as each person’s history.  
This exegesis outlines the methodology of the research and provides an overview of the two initial 
creative practice cycles that have preceded the final work Dulcet (2013), which occurred in The Block, 
an exhibition space at Queensland University of Technology. A contextual review provides an 
introduction to the theories that ground the research that is then further contextualised in the 
Framework chapter. This chapter analyses the work of Russian installation artist Ilya Kabakov 
through the lens of Gaston Bachelard’s The Poetics of Space (1964) and an emergent theory of 
interest, the monad. An overview of the process of creating Dulcet provides an understanding of the 
work, before the chapter outlining the practice and theory nexus examines the efficacy of the intended 
outcomes. Finally, three major findings are discussed and put forward as new contributions to 
knowledge.  
You will notice that throughout the exegetical document the term ‘audience’ is used when discussing 
the work of Ilya Kabakov and the dominant theorists in the field of enquiry, as this is the widely 
                                                        
1 Gesamtkunstwerk is a German term that was popularised by Richard Wagner in his seminal essay The Artwork of the Future 
(1849). In the context of this study, the literal translation I choose to employ is: The Total Work. This term is used to describe 
an artwork or performance that does not see the text as primary, but exists as a meeting point between all forms of arts.  
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accepted vocabulary. For this study I use the term ‘audient’ as a delineation to mean a singular 
audience member, or the word ‘participant’ to discuss my practice, as it denotes a solo and active role 
in the participatory work. In addition, the term ‘participant’ does not limit the study to notions of theatre 
or visual arts, but allows a more open discussion that can move between the two forms. It is in this 
nexus that my practice sits.  
This exegesis is to be read in conjunction with the Artist Book, which is a companion document. The 
two documents are congruent, and one informs the reading of the other. As the study is firmly 
focused on live and tangible experience, capturing the ephemeral nature of the work is difficult. The 
Artist Book seeks to represent the three creative works that have occurred throughout the study, and 
exists as a taste of the fleeting, transitory and impermanent nature of the lived experience.  
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2.0 Contextual Review 
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This contextual review examines the lineage of installation art and outlines the dominant features of 
the form. The review articulates the difficulties of defining and documenting the art form, and then 
moves on to examine the key ideas in the nomenclature of installation art. Of specific interest is how 
the physical form of the installation can evoke an emotional experience. A key element to installation 
art is the inability to define its parameters, and the research into defining it as an art form is often met 
with an aversion to definition.  
Despite this aversion there are key elements that theorists have agreed on as hallmarks of installation 
art. Drawing on leading theorists Claire Bishop, Anne Ring-Peterson and Boris Groys, this contextual 
review examines: the de-centred viewer; a focus on the experience of the viewer; multimodal forms; 
participatory art; the relationship with space (often approached as a whole environment); the 
performative aspect (often talked of in terms of an overarching metaphor) and the embodied 
approach to emotional and physical engagement. 
2.1 The difficulties of defining the form  
 
 
Installation art is typified by its multimodal nature and its aversion to classification and definition 
(Bishop 2005, 6). This aversion is born out of the diversity of art forms that sit under the installation 
art banner (Ibid.). Claire Bishop, a leading theorist on the topic, in her book Installation Art (2005), 
purports: 
Installation art is a term that loosely refers to the type of art into which the viewer 
physically enters, and which is often described as ‘theatrical’, ‘immersive’ or 
‘experiential’. However, the sheer diversity in terms of appearance, content and scope of 
the work produced today under this name, and the freedom with which the term is used, 
almost preclude it from having any meaning. The word ‘installation’ has now expanded to 
describe any arrangement of objects in any given space, to the point where it can be 
happily applied even to a conventional display of paintings on a wall (Ibid.). 
This broadness of definition is due to the multimodal nature of installation art. The term is frequently 
applied to any art that embodies an element of immersion, or is installed in a space because of the 
proliferation of different practices that fall under the umbrella of installation art. This proclivity towards 
the term has created different sub genres of installation art.  
Due to the complexity of the art form, it is important for the purpose of this study to specify that my 
research is predominantly focused on immersive, environmentally driven installation art that is 
concerned with the experiential engagement of the audient. I most align my practice and line of 
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inquiry with theorist Anne Ring-Peterson’s definition of installation art as “often associated with the 
theatrical, the spectacular, and the scenic and has been ascribed certain performative qualities – 
above all the ability to activate the spectator in a phenomenological and bodily manner” (2005, 209).  
As mentioned prior, there are key themes that bring together the multivariate
2
 form, as Bishop 
articulates: 
Fundamental aspects of an installation artwork are its habitation of a physical site, its 
connection to real conditions - be they visual, historical or social – and often it’s bridging 
of traditional art boundaries; public and private, individual and communal, high style and 
vernacular. The aesthetic power of installation art does not reside in the singular, 
commodified object but in the ability to become, rather than merely represent, the 
continuum of real experience by responding to specific situations. Installation is a 
decidedly inclusive idiom and the work of a variety of artists using disparate media – 
from painting and sculpture (Bishop 2005, 18). 
Here Bishop highlights the view that the unifying feature across all installation art is the authentic and 
live experience. This emphasis on the lived experience creates problems in documenting the form. 
Part of the difficulty in building a strong discourse around the practice of installation art lies in the 
nature of the form and the documentation of the works. In her book From Margin to Center: the 
Spaces of Installation Art (1999), Julie Reiss highlights the essential role of the spectator in 
installation art. In fact, spectator participation “is so integral to installation art that without having the 
experience of being in the piece, analysis of installation art is difficult” (1999, xiv). Bishop supports 
this notion in the introduction to her book Installation Art: An Introduction (2005): 
The way in which installation art insists upon the viewer’s presence in a space has 
necessarily led to a number of problems about how it is remembered. You have to 
make big imaginative leaps if you haven’t actually experienced the work first hand. 
Like a joke that fails to be funny when repeated, you had to be there (14). 
This not only illustrates how essential the spectator is in installation art, but also the weight that is 
placed on the experience of the work. Due to the multisensory and experiential nature of the form, 
there is a non-replicable essence to installation art that, while creating the attraction to the form, also 
begets issues concerning documentation. As proposed by Bishop earlier, installation art needs to 
maintain authenticity; however, this creates challenges when trying to document or represent the 
experience. Curatorial theorist Lindsay Hughes talks about the changing model for contemporary art 
exhibition spaces and sites the 1970s as a turning point for this: “during this time the term ‘space’ 
began to replace the ‘gallery’ to avoid connotations of the institution or a commercial 
                                                        
2
 The term multivariate is used to articulate the diversity of art forms that sit under the banner of installation art. As a form 
it is a holding ground for many artistic disciplines, including, but not limited to sculpture, performance, painting and sound.  
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environment…the spectators became involved in this process, which mean that for the viewer the 
experience was not just about looking at the work but experiencing the process as well” (2005, 30). 
This inability to commodify, adequately document or reproduce versions of installation art is deeply 
rooted in the historical evolution of the art form. An examination of the history of installation art is 
essential in order to understand the current manifestation of the art form. 
2.2 Lineage 
 
The first recorded use of the term ‘installation’ as a nomenclature for the specific form of art we know 
today was first documented in 1969 (Saylor n.d, 1). Ring-Peterson agrees, stating that installation did 
not develop into the currently accepted form until the 1960s (2005, 209). Contrary to Ring-Peterson’s 
claims, Groys states that the beginning of installation art can be identified in the cave drawings in the 
Lascaux and Altamira caves (Onorato & Davies 1997, 6). These drawings are the first recorded case 
of artwork that was physically installed on a wall (Ibid.).  
As this study is not a historical overview of the development of installation art, the contextual review 
will focus on the development of the form from the Nineteenth Century, as this era is more relevant to 
the research. The Nineteenth Century saw substantial developments in the classification of art forms 
and an increased focus on the role of the audience in the reception of art. 
Installation art has a strong relationship with early forms of Nineteenth Century art. Constructivism 
and Dada had a strong influence on the form, with Marcel Duchamp’s readymades (Moran & Byrne 
n.d, 6), which first appeared in 1913. This reflects installation art’s strong relationship with sculpture, 
as it also draws in other iconic artists, such as Kurt Schwitters with his Merzbau room environments. 
At the time, the Merzbau was predominantly considered to be an architectural and sculptural work. 
Described as “an extraordinary Gesamtkuntswerk” (Crellin 2011, 1), the Merzbau was a whole room 
environment and a ‘total work’. Beyond the readymades, Duchamp continued to build and develop his 
practice, with the creation of his iconic work Mile of String (1942), which built on the growing interest 
in the disruption of conventional patterns of thought in contemporary art. 
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Image one Mile of String by Marcel Duchamp (1942) 
Image one reflects Duchamp’s penchant for found objects and his growing interest in the space as a 
technique for engaging the audience. Dada artists were also greatly influenced by the Surrealist 
movement, which focused on experimentation with space and audience immersion.  
The Surrealists were fascinated with Sigmund Freud’s The Interpretation of Dreams (1900), which 
greatly influenced installation art (Bishop 2005 16). Typified by a focus on a predominantly visual 
form, with sensory stimulation, non-literal structure and free association, these elements remain 
evident in installation art (Ibid.). The Surrealist exhibitions that occurred in 1938, 1947 and 1959 
experimented with exploratory spaces and the audience experience (Bishop 2005, 20-21), with the 
1938 exhibition described as “a psychological charged encounter in order to rupture and destabilise 
conventional patterns of thought” (Bishop 2005, 22).  
The Surrealist experiments began to broaden the definition of the environment; however, it was 
prominent conceptual artist Allan Kaprow who recontextualised the notion of the environment 
throughout the 1960s and 1970s: 
In the early 1960s the terms ‘assemblage’ and ‘environment’ were most commonly 
employed to describe work in which the artist had brought together a host of 
materials, in order to fill a given space. At that time, installation referred to nothing 
more than how an exhibition had been hung (Oxley et al 1994, 11). 
Kaprow was largely influenced by the death of Jackson Pollock and his action paintings (Bishop 
2005, 23). The action paintings of Pollock further broke down the barrier between artist and audience 
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in an art space (Ibid). Kaprow integrated these elements with his other great influence, the work of 
John Dewey and his seminal text The Art of Experience (1934), to create his iconic Happenings 
performance environments. Kaprow pushed towards immersive environments in his happenings. This 
notion of environment would become key to installation due to the multi-sensorial approach and the 
“desire for immediacy” (Bishop 2005, 23). 
In his book Art as Experience, Dewey defines experience as “the interaction of the live creature and 
environing conditions” (1934, 35). Kaprow was hugely influenced by Dewey’s theories of the 
experience of art. This led to the creation of his first environment in 1958, in which he trialed his idea 
of a live creature interacting with environing conditions. In this first exhibition, Kaprow realised just 
how important the audience was to the environment, “as he observed people, he realised that they 
were also interacting with it – that people, therefore seemed a logical extension of the environment” 
(Rollin 1964, 143). Kaprow was also responsible for Happenings, a performative concept that broke 
down barriers between audience and performer and further built on the idea of an environment. 
Happenings were performative in nature and placed emphasis on the “direct experience” rather than 
the representation of experience from a disembodied place (Kirby 2004, 8). 
Happenings influenced the Performance Art that typified the art world in the 1970s and 1980s (Banes 
1998, 1). This influenced installation art, as it became an art form that straddled both visual arts and 
performance – a form that Ring-Peterson calls a passage-work due to the “passages, connections 
and transitional stages between different disciplines, levels, spheres, discourses and modes of 
experience” (2009, 474). The 1980s also saw the rise of spectacular immersion as an element of 
installation art (Bishop 2005, 37). Large installations became the cornerstone of international 
exhibitions, such as the Venice Biennale, due to their unique and memorable experiences for the 
audiences. These installations were often large and impressive (Ibid.). The 1990s was “a decade that 
witnessed the creation of physical, networked, and online platforms for dialogue and interaction with 
the public – projects that often invited participants to become the work” (Bishop 2012, 45). In Boris 
Groys book The Art of Participation: The 1950s to Now (2008), Groys states that “a tendency toward 
collaborative, participatory practice is undeniably one of the main characteristics of contemporary art” 
(19). This participation has meant that artists have “tried to regain common ground with their 
audiences by enticing viewers out of their passive roles, bridging the comfortable aesthetic distance 
that allows uninvolved viewers to judge an artwork impartially from a secure, external perspective” 
(2008, 19). Claire Bishop uses the term ‘activated spectatorship’ to describe the participatory 
relationship between the work and the response of the audience.  
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2.3 The role of the audience in the experience of installation art 
 
The audience has many names in contemporary art and theatre discourse. This could be due to 
strong cross-pollination between art and performance in the 1960s and 1970s. Terms such as 
spectator, audience, viewer, participant and witness are all used, often interchangeably, but each 
suggests a certain responsibility in their role in the work. For example, witness implies a person who 
is present at an event to watch or ‘witness’ an action, similar to someone witnessing a signature. 
Somehow their presence completes the circle of the work and gives it validity and realness, whereas 
being a spectator suggests a more passive role, and a participant suggests an active, contributory 
role.  
A major facet of the audience in installation art is the de-centred viewer. The position of the viewer in 
art can be distilled down to two principles, the centred and de-centred. For the de-centred viewer, 
there is no ‘ideal’ place from which to view the work. Unlike many traditional art forms, such as 
painting, in which there is one place from which to view the work (the centred viewer), installation 
revels in the de-centred viewer. The autonomy of the viewer is recognised, as the artist has made the 
work to be navigated through and around, with no specific or ‘ideal’ place from which to view the 
work. This decentering of the viewer is typical of much contemporary art, specifically installation. The 
politics of this de-centring means that a meta-narrative or prescribed meaning is no longer one that 
the artist wants the viewer to see, instead, the artist is acknowledging the open nature of the work, 
and is therefore inviting the viewer to navigate their own way around the work, both physically and 
intellectually. 
The de-centred viewer is typical of ‘embodied art’, which excites all the senses and recognises the 
audience as a present force in the work. This is contrary to ‘disembodied art’, which is the art of the 
gaze, in which the viewer should look but not touch (Coulter-Smith 2006, 1). This embodied 
acknowledgement of the audience implicates them as a contributor to the installation. In the 
introduction to Performative Realism (2005) Rune Gade and Anne Jerslev note that the body is an 
important presence that validates the work: 
Central to many of the subjects discussed in the articles is the body in various ways: 
the body of the artist as well as the body of the observer, the reader and the 
‘participator’. The body is often seen as the locus of a certain production of 
authenticity working to stress the ‘reality’ of whatever takes place, but rarely in any 
naïve way. Instead the body as a potential instance of authenticity is used in 
combination with complex means of meditation that co-operate with the bodily signs 
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to produce a theatre of truth, an illusion of referentiality, in which it remains 
impossible to decide whether we are witnessing something real or fictitious (11). 
The importance of the audience has been continually referred to throughout this contextual review as 
an inseparable part of the installation art discourse. The de-centring and embodied experience has 
led to artists creating an increasing mass of work focused on the sensory experience for the 
audience that increasingly acknowledges the psychology and the physiology of the viewer’s 
engagement with the installation environment. 
The content of the contemporary installations are increasingly self-reflective for the audience, 
encouraging them to construct their own meaning from free associations with the objects and actions 
in the installation (Bishop 2005, 16). To draw on Russian artist Ilya Kabakov’s Total Installation, “the 
main motor of the Total Installation, what it lives by – [is] the cranking up of the wheel of 
associations, cultural and everyday analogies and personal memories” (Kabakov in Bishop 2005, 
16), or as Bishop eloquently states, “the installation prompts conscious and unconscious 
associations in the beholder” (Bishop 2005, 16). The audience is the focus of the installation, being a 
holding point of these associations. Through engaging and participating in the installations, they 
contribute their reading of the installation and therefore complete the ecology of the work. 
 
2.4 Hallmarks of installation art 
 
2.4.1 Environments 
 
The concept of the environment is a strong theme throughout the development of installation art. As 
stated earlier, the forefather of environments in contemporary art is Allan Kaprow. These 
environments existed as a direct response to John Dewey’s Art as Experience (1934). For Kaprow, 
they were an action, an alive space that embodied the very notion of experience. Kaprow’s argument 
that disembodied art “stood for experience rather than acting directly upon it” (Kaprow in Bishop 
2005, 23-24) gives credence to the notion that installation is a live and lived art form. Claes 
Oldenburg and Jim Dine worked alongside Kaprow and sought to create immersive environments. 
These environments represented a political choice to reject conventional spaces of the time: “an 
important part of Kaprow’s agenda in turning to environmental installations was a desire for 
immediacy. Instead of representing objects through paint on canvas, artists should employ objects in 
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the world directly” (Bishop 2005, 23). Again we see this idea of not representing an idea or an object, 
but physically constructing a space for the audience to be present in and interact with. Anne Ring-
Peterson cites Kaprow’s environments and Happenings as the door that opened “the vital space 
between installation and performance, pictorial and scenic expressions” (2008, 218). Paul Schimmel 
has called this the performative environment (in Ring-Peterson 2008, 218). The advent of the live 
environment was instrumental in the development of installation art, with Benjamin Genocchio 
claiming that now “all installations form some kind of environment” (Genocchio & Geczy 2006 169). 
The notion of the environment ties closely with the performative element of installation art. 
A large portion of the literature articulates the environment as reminiscent of a stage but without the 
disembodied nature of classical theatre. Instead, the audience is an actor (Kabakov 1995, 278) and 
the stage is built specifically for their reaction (Ibid.). Historian and theorist Ronald Onorato suggests 
that the environment creates the whole world feeling, similar to a theatrical production, citing one of 
Ann Hamilton’s works: “Hamilton’s environments, such as linings is as if the observer has stepped 
backstage at a theatrical production” (in Davies & Onorato 1999, 25). This notion of theatrics and the 
‘backstage of a production’ is another theme that runs through much of installation theory. 
 
2.4.2 The Gesamtkunstwerk 
 
No lineage of installation art or participatory art would be complete without reference to The 
Gesamtkunstwerk. This concept is a cornerstone to the de-hierachialisation of art forms and the 
subsequent hybridity of contemporary art. It is also important to discuss, as it has influenced the open 
form of installation art.  
The Gesamtkunstwerk was central to the work of Richard Wagner. Gesamtkunstwerk translates to 
the total art work, a meeting place for all forms of art, and a call to “overcome the distinctions between 
the various artistic genres” (Groys 2008, 21). This notion of having no boundaries between art forms 
is present in the foundations of installation art.  
This call for a new form of art was born of the 1848 Revolution (Ibid.) and it “represents an attempt to 
achieve the political aim of that uprising through artistic means” (Ibid). Wagner called for a communist 
approach to art, one in which the artist gave up his authorial control of the art and killed his personal 
egoism (Groys 2008, 23).  
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Wagner’s call for the surrender of the author is akin to Umberto Eco’s writings on the Open Work, 
specifically his essay The Poetics of the Open Work (1989). Eco moved beyond Barthes’ notions of 
the death of the author to a broader notion concerning the text of the work. Eco deemed works to fall 
into two categories, either open or closed. For Eco the meaning of the Open Work lies in the interplay 
of stimulus between the audience and the work (1989, 3). In an Open Work, the stimuli are given to 
the audience, with the intention that they complete the work through their interpretation and 
organisation of stimuli (1989, 4). As Eco states: 
He reacts to the play of stimuli and his own response to their patterning, the individual 
addressee is bound to supply his own existing credentials, the sense of conditioning 
which is particularly his own, a defined culture, a set of tastes, personal inclination, 
and his prejudices. Thus his comprehension of the original artifact is always modified 
by his particular and individual perspective. In fact, the form of the work of art gains its 
aesthetic validity precisely in proportion to the number of different perspectives from 
which it can be viewed and understood (1989, 3).  
Eco claims that the Open Work relies on the audience to complete it, or to aesthetically validate it. 
Rudulf Frieling draws upon Eco in his essay Toward Participation in Art (2008). He posits the Open 
Work as a key element in the evolution of open systems and participatory meaning making in 
contemporary art (2008, 35-36). 
The Gesamtkunstwerk is “central to any discourse on participatory art” (Groys, 2008, 21). I would 
argue that installation art’s call for the de-centring of the viewer is a participatory action and therefore 
the participatory turn (Gade & Jerslev 2005, 15) is a key function in installation art. 
 
2.4.3 Performativity and Immersion  
 
Installation has a natural proclivity towards the performative. This is due to its lineage with Dada, 
Fluxus and performance art typical of the 1970s and 1980s. Anne Ring-Peterson is a leading theorist 
in this area, with a strong publication history (largely Dutch). Her article “Between Image and Stage: 
The Theatricality and Performativity of installation art” (2005) has been very influential in this 
contextual review. Ring-Peterson stresses that time plays a large role in the performativity of 
installation art. Both theatre and installation art are brief constructions that are created for an event. 
Due to the complexity of the elements and the spatial organisation: 
The reviewer’s reception of the work occupies a considerable amount of time, so that 
the experience assumes the character of a situation. It is precisely because of the 
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situational mode of the viewer’s reception that installations resemble theatre, or more 
specifically performance theatre (2005, 210-211).  
This idea of the ‘situation’ is key to installation art, and is discussed in terms of context later, within 
the conceptual framework chapter. This context enables the participant to engage more deeply with 
the environment and become immersed in the experience. 
Contemporary literature surrounding installation art and audience immersion is concerned with virtual 
reality (VR) technologies and the audience’s response to the interactive environment and reality 
interfaces (Dove 1994, 283). As noted earlier, the focus of this contextual review is to examine cl and 
tactile experiences of immersive installation art. In order to discuss this, I will draw upon some of the 
literature surrounding VR, as it is a widely theorised area. This review will only touch on VR as it is a 
large field that sits outside the scope of this study. Due to its discussions concerning immersion and 
interfaces, it does need to be touched on. In her paper “Reshaping Spectatorship” (2005) VR theorist 
Edwina Bartlem unpacks the term immersion: 
[immersion] implies that one is drawn into an intimate and embodied relationship 
with a virtual and physical architecture, whether this immersive affect is 
generated by a VR system, the cinema, a panorama or another medium. It 
suggests that one is enclosed and embraced by the audio-visual space of the 
work, and transported into another realm or state of perception. One cannot be 
immersed without being effected by an environment on perceptual, sensory, 
psychological and emotional levels (1).  
Inherent in this definition are several key terms that have been discussed – physical architecture / 
environment, another realm or perception and sensory, psychological and emotional engagement. 
Although this definition is primarily for VR, as Bartlem suggests, this immersion can be as a result of 
another medium. Interface, as a term, could also include corporeal, sensory, experiential 
environments. From this definition we understand that immersion in an environment leads to the 
audience being affected in some way – predominantly through the use of their senses and their 
emotions. This suggests that the depth of immersion for the participant could be measured by their 
sensory, psychological and emotional response to the work. Philosopher Richard Shusterman writes 
extensively on the sensory and psychological engagement of the audience. 
Shusterman proposes ‘somaesthetics’ as a new lens through which to view aesthetics and 
engagement. Somaesthetics operates at the junction of aesthetics and philosophy and advocates for 
an approach that prioritises the perception of aesthetics through bodily senses and embodied 
feelings. Shusterman calls for art that is posited in the aesthetic experience as viewed through the 
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lens of “the living, sentient, purposive body” (2012, 3). This proposes that the body and the lived 
experience of an art work operate with a different way of knowing and engaging with the content. It is 
an aesthetic appreciation that transcends mere intellect or taste and instead appraises art through the 
perception, action and thought of the body (2012, 4).  
Ann Hamilton, a leading installation artist refers to this sensory immersion as “a state of suspended 
reverie” (1999). Rather than using VR technologies to immerse the audience, Hamilton uses sensory 
perception on an organic, physical and tactile level, using natural materials to trigger memory and 
unconscious association in the audience. Hamilton seeks to “prompt in the viewer an individual chain 
of associational responses… [and] produce an immersive and unconfined state of mind in the viewer, 
one in which the heightened self-awareness of phenomenological perceptions is overtaken by 
personal associations” (Bishop 2005, 39-41). The concept of emotional, sensorial immersion is the 
core focus of this research. 
Josephine Machon’s Immersive Theatres seeks to define immersion and immersive techniques of 
theatre through a historical overview of the rise of immersive theatre and interviews with 
contemporary practitioners in the field. Although Machon’s study focuses on immersion in theatre 
through the lens of audience, performer and space – often discussing the level of intimacy between 
performer and audience in an encounter as an influence on immersion – it still casts light on how to 
define, identify and create an immersive experience.  
 
Similar to Shusterman’s definition of somaesthetics, Machon defines immersion as: “being 
submerged in an alternative medium where all senses are engaged and manipulated – with a deep 
involvement in the activity within the medium” (2013, 22). Machon offers a new term to describe the 
lived, present and sensory experience in immersive theatre: praesence – “the Latin root form of 
present accounts for a state of being or feeling and emphasises the tactile proof of this in praesent, 
‘being at hand’ (from praeesse; prae, ‘before’ and esse, ‘be’)” (2013, 44; emphasis original). Machon 
offers this term to describe the “presentness of human sensory experience” (2013, 44) in immersive 
theatre. Like Shusterman, Machon is searching for vocabulary to describe the corporeal engagement 
with an immersive event.  
 
Immersive Theatre seeks to define the parameters of the form, clearly delineating what is, and is not 
immersive. Machon claims that the term ‘immersive’ is often misappropriated and used to describe 
any theatre work that engages an audience through participation. She states: “this live(d) experience 
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of physical praesence, the participant’s physical responding within an imaginative, sensual 
environment, is a tangible fact and a pivotal element of the immersive experience” (2013, 61). For 
Machon there are key descriptors for a theatrical work to qualify as immersive theatre. The work must 
satisfy these central features: 
 
Firstly, the involvement of the audience, ensuring that the function and 
experience of the audience evolves according to the methodologies of immersive 
practice. Secondly, within the experience, there is a prioritisation of the sensual 
world that is unique to each immersive event. Thirdly, the significance of space 
and place is a key concerns of such practice. This includes the specific venue 
used (Machon 2013, 70). 
 
The space and creation of an imaginative ‘world’ is a key factor in creating the performative context 
that Ring-Peterson described earlier. This sensory world enables the participant to fully engage with 
the work and become immersed in the experience through “the direct, physical and actual immersion 
of the audience, requiring haptic interaction with the event (involving tactile, kinaesthetic and 
proprioceptive awareness)” (Machon 2013, 40; original emphasis).  Machon created three categories 
of immersion to demarcate the levels of immersive engagement. These are: immersion as absorption, 
immersion as transportation and total immersion (2013, 62 -63). Machon suggests that it is the 
praesence that defines the deepest level of engagement, total immersion, from absorption and 
transportation. In order for a participant to become totally immersed in the experience they must 
experience, “an uncanny recognition of the audience-participant’s own praesence within the 
experience” (2013, 63). This praesence enables the participant to create their own narrative within the 
work, with “certain events [enabling] emotional or existential transformation to occur due to the ideas 
and practice shared” (Ibid.). This level of emotional and existential transformation has strong 
resonances with Bishop’s observations on the psychologically absorptive effect of installation art. 
2.5 Conclusion 
 
 
This contextual review has examined installation art from a historical perspective in order to map the 
territory of installation art and to identify in which particular area of installation art this study is 
situated. The examination of the history of installation art has enabled the study to be situated in the 
embodied and performative aspect of the form. Of specific interest is the way the audience responds 
to this type of installation art. An emergent area of interest is the inner landscape of the installation – 
the audience’s emotional interiority that is accessed through the physical act of navigating an installed 
space. This review reveals that the embodied aspect, by which I mean the sensory and perceptual 
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engagement, of installation art would benefit from further theorisation. The following chapter details 
the methodology that underpins the research into the emergent area of interest.  
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3.0 Methodology 
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3.1 Introduction 
 
 
This chapter outlines the methodological approach employed in the research, which uses a 
theoretical perspective as a frame. The chapter details the intended research plan and the data 
collection methods used, positioning it in the field of qualitative and practice-led research. This will be 
informed by both phenomenology and autoethnography. 
The focus on the experiential nature of the work has been a key influence on the formation of the 
methodology. As such, the methods have been devised using approaches that sit within the lens of 
phenomenology, autoethnography and within the fields of practice-led and qualitative research. 
3.2 Qualitative Research 
 
 
The research is situated within the broad rubric of qualitative research. Qualitative research is defined 
by Denzin and Lincoln as: 
A situated activity that locates the observer in the world. It consists of a set of 
interpretive, material practices that make the world visible...qualitative researcher’ study 
things in their natural settings, attempting to make sense of, or interpret, phenomena in 
terms of the meaning people bring to them (2005, 3). 
Qualitative research is a broad field of enquiry that enables the researcher to use the tools and 
strategies of their craft. Unlike quantitative research, which stresses the objective nature of the 
observer, qualitative research posits the researcher within the research and acknowledges the 
subjective nature of their position (Ibid.). Concerned with phenomena and sociology, the research 
methods of qualitative research borrow from multiple disciplines. The research methods may include, 
but are not limited to, interviewing, observing, artefacts, documents and records, visual methods, 
autoethnography, textual analysis and focus groups (Denzin & Lincoln 2005, 23).  
Qualitative research is an appropriate approach to this research as it is “committed to naturalistic 
perspective and to the interpretive understanding of human experience” (Denzin & Lincoln 2005, 3). 
However, born from the frustration of qualitative research’s expression of “non-numeric data in the 
form of words” (Schwandt in Haseman 2006, 100) is practice-led research. Practice-led research is 
appropriate for this research as not only is it concerned with human experience but it also allows the 
research to be expressed in a poetic form of data. Practice-led researchers employ many of the 
qualitative methods, but they also incorporate tools of their practice, expressing their findings in the 
non-numeric data of their field (Haseman, 2006, 102). 
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3.3 Practice-led Research 
 
 
Practice-led research is a relatively young research paradigm and its definitions are multiple and 
highly debated. For the purposes of this research project the definition that will be used is given by 
Carole Gray in her paper “Inquiry through Practice: developing appropriate research strategies” 
(1996). Gray defines practice-led research as: 
Research which is initiated in practice, where questions, problems, challenges are 
identified and formed by the needs of the practice and practitioners; and that the 
research strategy is carried out through practice, using methodologies and specific 
methods familiar to us as practitioners (3). 
Although scholars differentiate between practice-led, practice-based, creative practice as research 
and practice-driven (Haseman 2006, 101), there is an underlying agreement that this form of 
research is “driven by the requirements of the practice and the creative dynamic” (Gray 1996, 13). 
Another commonality that exists across the various schools of thought is the form in which the data 
is expressed and “the insistence that research outputs and claims to knowing must be made through 
the symbolic language and forms of their practice” (Haseman 2006, 102).  
Theorists Jillian Hamilton and Luke Jaaniste note in their conference paper “The effective and 
evocative: reflecting on practice-led research approaches in art and design” (2009), that the field of 
practice-led research delves further, dividing it into a polarity of effective and evocative research. 
They acknowledge that these exist on a continuum and a researcher may choose to position 
themselves at any point on the spectrum, hybridising their methods as required (Hamilton & Jaaniste 
2009, 3). This research project aligns itself with the evocative mode of research, which Hamilton and 
Jaaniste define as a mode in which “the research arises in and through the materiality and advent of 
the practice. It is through ongoing dialogue between practice, theory and topic that the research 
question begins to make itself clear and the shape of the research project resolves itself” (Ibid.). This 
form allows the research to address a practice-led interest with a practice-led approach. Schrivener 
notes that “the student is usually exploring manifold interests, and the goals given to them may 
change as the work progresses [and] new issues and goals may emerge in response to the work in 
progress” (in Hamilton & Jaaniste 2009, 6). 
There has been renewed interest in autoethnography as research method that can assist practice-led 
researchers and artists “to reflect critically upon their personal and professional creative experiences” 
(2012, 2). Autoethnography is a method of research that utilitises “self-observation and reflexive 
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investigation” (Mills, Durepos & Wiebe 2009, 43) to rigorously analyse the researchers personal 
interactions with “others as a way of achieving wide cultural, political or social understanding” (Pace 
2012, 2). In the context of this study, self-reflection has been used in each of the cycles of practice to 
identify effective methods for creating immersive spaces. Mills, Durepos & Wiebe state that 
autoethnography is a “systematic, self-conscious introspection that enables the disciplined analysis of 
personal resonance and the effects of the researchers’ connection with the research situation on their 
actions and interpretations” (2009, 43). By utilising a blended method of autoethnography and 
phenomenology, such as interviews with participants and observations on their engagement, I was 
able to reflect on my artistic process and identify what elements were effective when building an 
immersive environment.  
 
In the paper “Writing the self into research: Using grounded theory analytic strategies in 
autoethnography”, author Steven Pace suggests that artist-researchers benefit from integrating 
grounded theory into their methodology in order to: “use analytic reflexivity to improve theoretical 
understandings of their creative practice” (2012, 1). By using grounded theory, the arts researcher 
can begin with a general field of study, or artistic ‘hunch’ and allow the theory to emerge from the 
data (Pace 2012, 7). Important concepts are identified through the analysis of the data, and are 
coded according to their significance and relationships to one another.  
Grounded theory has been incorporated into the research as a method to assist in collecting and 
interpreting as it allows for the findings to emerge and requires an ‘emic’ (insider) approach (Woods 
2003, 9). In Grounded Theory Explained (2003), Leslie Woods proposes: 
The underlying assumption of grounded theory is that people make sense of and order 
their social world, even though, to the outsider, their world may appear irrational. 
Individuals sharing common circumstances...experience similar common perceptions, 
thoughts and behaviour, which are the essences of grounded theory (8).  
This method of data analysis sits comfortably with the interpretive paradigm of the study, because 
grounded theory, autoethnography and phenomenology are concerned with the idea of experience 
through terms such as perceptions, thoughts, feelings and behaviours.  
In this research, grounded theory was applied to the qualitative data gathered from each cycle of 
practice. The interview data was examined broadly and common themes that arose from the 
participants’ observations were recorded. These themes and the nature of the participants’ 
experiences influenced each subsequent cycle of practice. The application of grounded theory 
enabled the research to be driven by the nature of the participants’ experiences and observations. 
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This subsequently informed the development of the creative practice and provided the basis for the 
findings that will be detailed in the final chapters of this exegesis.  
3.4 The Interpretive Paradigm – Phenomenology 
 
Qualitative researchers require an interpretive framework through which to examine the research. 
The interpretive paradigm contains “the researcher’s epistemological, ontological and methodological 
premises” (Denzin & Lincoln 2005, 486) and is “a basic set of beliefs that guides the action” (Guba 
1990, 17). This study is informed by phenomenological studies, as this research is concerned with the 
notion of experience, the personal encounter of the participant, and their memories and emotional 
responses. 
Phenomenology is both an approach to inquiry and a philosophy. Coined by German philosopher 
Edmund Husserl, it is concerned with “the experiential underpinnings of knowledge” (Denzin & 
Lincoln 2005, 484). Phenomenology interrogates how individual people conceive and perceive 
objects and events (Ibid.). Literally translated from the Greek language, the word means the study of 
phenomena (Barnacle 2001, 3). These phenomena can be anything, but specifically in terms of this 
research, it is the study of the emotional response of the participant and the way they perceive the 
objects and tasks of the environment. Pollio provides the definition of phenomenology as “a 
determinate method of inquiry [directed toward] attaining a rigorous and significant description of the 
world of everyday human experience as lived and described by specific circumstances” (1997, 28). 
Here Pollio is stating that the methods of phenomenology seek to gather perceptions of everyday 
human experience through specific descriptors and recounts in order to interrogate what we perceive 
and how we make sense of these perceptions. 
Phenomenology’s focus on the active engagement and perception of the world around us means that 
it uses methods that draw on people’s recollections and recounting of events. These methods 
include, but are not limited to: journaling, reflective writing, observations, discussions, focus groups 
and interviews. This research has utilised interviews, visual journaling, observations and reflective 
writing to gather data concerning the participants’ engagement with the performance.  
The Artist Book has been employed to document and communicate the data that has emerged out of 
the three iterative cycles of practice. Due to the corporeal praesence nature of the works the book 
exists as a palette to communicate the experience of the creative practice. This book has been 
created as a companion document to assist the reader to understand the non-replicable experience 
through a collection of images that walk them through the journey of each work, focusing on the 
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objects to convey the feeling of the live experience. A short video is included in the Artist Book to give 
a moving impression of the final creative work Dulcet.  
3.5 The Position of the Researcher 
 
 
As previously discussed, an inherent aspect of practice-led research is the subjectivity of the 
researcher. This subjectivity influences both the practice and the written outcomes of the study. 
Subjectivity is an integral part of practice-led research, as Haseman states “it operates through 
interpretive epistemologies where the knower and the known interact, shape and interpret each other” 
(Haseman 2006, 6). In order to retain rigor in the research process it is essential to acknowledge this 
subjectivity and build in methods that enable objectivity.  
A degree of objectivity was integrated into the study through the integration of participant feedback in 
an iterative research cycle. As the research is posited in the phenomenological and experiential, it 
needed to be tested on the participants to see how they responded. Critical feedback was then 
sought concerning how the work could be improved. 
3.6 Research Question 
 
 
The original impetus for this research was to examine the role that memories play in the reception 
and creation of experiential works. The catalyst for this research was an earlier study undertaken in 
the preceding Honours investigation that led to the discovery of the powerful nature of memory recall 
for the audience. This study has been driven by a desire to place my research into a field and arrive 
at a vocabulary that helps to articulate the sensorial and embodied experience of the participant. 
The research focus is concerned with how the memories of participants are stimulated by the 
experience of viewing the participatory art work, and how these memories then inform the way they 
engage with, and interpret, the work. The research aims to better understand the process of reception 
by the participant through an investigation of the inter-related aspects of the art form (that is highly 
experiential) and feelings evoked from the experience of the work.  
The key question that drives the research is: 
What conceptual structures are required in solo participatory creative works that evoke memory in 
constructed environments? 
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Operating under the umbrella of this overarching research question are three sub questions that 
further interrogate the area of research. 
What is the relationship between form and the evocation of memories and emotions in constructed 
environments? 
What techniques and strategies can be employed in a constructed environment to evoke memories 
and emotions in participants? 
How can space and form be manipulated to engage the solo participant in an emotional state that 
provokes memory recall? 
These sub questions assisted in driving the enquiry in both the practice (and resultant work) and the 
engagement with theory in each research cycle. 
3.7 Research Design 
 
 
In order to provide a structured framework, the research operated in iterative cycles with each new 
cycle being adapted according to the data that emerged from the previous cycle. This method of 
research is called action research. It is an appropriate approach in this context as it is “a form of 
enquiry that allows practitioners everywhere to investigate and evaluate their work” (McNiff & 
Whitehead 2006, 1). These cycles enable the practitioner to further hone their approach to the 
question at hand and to adapt where necessary.  
 
Figure One: the action-reflection cycle (McNiff & Whitehead 2006, 9) 
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Figure One, depicted on the previous page, illustrates the stages of an action research, or action-
reflection cycle. The researcher moves through each stage – observe, reflect, act, evaluate and 
modify. In order to gather data and reflect upon each cycle the researcher utilised various data 
collection methods. The analysis of the data gathered from each cycle was disseminated using 
methods of grounded theory, allowing themes and patterns to emerge and inform the subsequent 
cycle of practice.  
3.8 Data Collection Methods  
 
 
The following methods were chosen as the most effective for the collection of data concerning the 
nature of the participants’ experience of the performance. The methods listed below were chosen 
because they gather data that is concerned with reflection, observation, recounting and recollecting, 
all of which are concerned with the “experiential underpinnings of knowledge” (Denzin & Lincoln 
2005, 484) that are essential to phenomenology. Carole Gray states that practice-led research 
strategies are “carried out through practice, using methodologies and specific methods familiar to us 
as practitioners” (Gray 1996, 3). Therefore journaling and documentation were incorporated as tools 
familiar to a practitioner.  
 
3.8.1 Journaling  
During the study, the researcher kept a journal that contained details concerning the process 
of making the works, reflections on the cycles of research and observations of the performance 
experiments.  
 
3.8.2 Observations 
During the research, notes were made when observing the participants interacting with the 
works. These observations were then compared with the data from the interviews to find 
correlations and areas of interest. These observations were focused on how the participants 
engaged with the work, physically and verbally. They also noted any adjustments made to the 
work to problem-solve any unforeseen issues for participants engaging with the work. 
 
3.8.3 Interviews 
As the research is concerned with the experience of the participant in the work, it was essential 
to have a method that gathered qualitative data from the participants. A semi-structured 
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interview was chosen as the most appropriate method as it allows the participant to discuss 
what they experienced. This was chosen instead of a survey, as past research conducted by 
the researcher found that in this experiential work writing hinders the expression of the 
participant. A semi-structured interview allows the researcher to ask open-ended questions 
and to “build rapport through the researcher’s use of active listening skills” (Ayres 2008, 811). 
This is essential as the study is concerned with the participant’s personal engagement with the 
work. In addition, less structured interview approaches are more effective when “the 
identification of important concepts is on the research aims, such as in phenomenology” (Ibid.). 
Therefore conducting semi-structured interviews allow for more emergent discussions that 
enable the participant to actively express and explain their experience of the work. 
 
3.8.4 Documentation and artefacts  
The making of the creative practice was documented through photographic stills and the 
artefacts of the process, like planning templates such as butchers paper, visual maps and 
props. The works and the engagement of the participants were also documented through 
photographic stills and video, and the artefacts of the work, which included items the 
participant made or engaged with, such as letters they wrote or questions they answered.  
 
The documentation from the creative practice cycles has been used to create the Artist Book, 
which exists as a companion document to the exegetical component. Due to the ephemeral 
nature of the live experience, the Artist Book represents the experience of the three creative 
works through visual imagery. This documentary artefact exists to communicate the 
experience of the individual participant. A video of Dulcet was created to compliment the Artist 
Book and to communicate the live sensation of the environment.  
3.9 Ethical Considerations  
 
 
A research ethics application was submitted to the HREC at QUT and approved by the committee 
(ref: 1100000264). The study was considered low-risk, as the nature of the project did not ask for 
participation in any activities that could upset or cause discomfort to the participant. Ethical clearance 
included image release for documentation purposes and semi-structured interviews for post-work 
feedback.  
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3.10 Conclusion 
 
 
This methodology was developed to best address the experiential nature of the work. Drawing on 
methods of qualitative and practice-led research, it was designed to gather data regarding form, 
feeling and the nature of experience in a participatory work. The following chapter builds on the 
theories introduced in both the contextual review and the methodology to create a conceptual 
framework. The conceptual framework examines the work of Ilya Kabakov and his theory of The Total 
Installation, an immersive and sensorial approach to creating installation art. The examination of 
Kabakov’s work is analysed through the lens of Gaston Bachelard’s The Poetics of Space (1964) and 
Liebniz’s theory of monadology.  
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4.0 Conceptual Framework 
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From the very conception of this study I struggled to find a term to articulate my practice. Provisionally 
I utilised the term installation art, and although that line of enquiry led to the development of this 
framework, it was not specific enough. My first two cycles of creative practice were not guided by a 
firm set of ideas or a framework that was informed by a theoretical perspective of my field. Rather, I 
was working in a primarily instinctual way, using the tools that are familiar to an artist. I continued to 
experiment, knowing that my interest was firmly positioned in the phenomenological, experiential and 
environment based line of enquiry. As the practice evolved, it became evident that the decisions 
concerning the form of the creative work that I implemented assisted in developing an emotional 
engagement in the participant. These included: written instructions and clues to encourage 
participation, lights, rooms, corridors, doors, darkness, objects and senses as a means for evoking 
emotional engagement in the participant, and, in turn, memory recall. These elements began to form 
what I would colloquially term ‘my tool box’. However, not only was I missing the theoretical or 
formalistic language to describe my work, I was also missing a lens through which to view the 
practice and to subsequently analyse the practice within a cycle of ongoing improvement.  
Broader research led to Russian installation artist Ilya Kabakov, who seeks to create psychological 
engagement for the audience through the construction of the physical space. Primarily working with 
rooms, doors, corridors, lights and darkness, Kabakov creates his self-coined Total Installations. The 
elements that Kabakov uses to create his Total Installations provide the building blocks for this 
conceptual framework. Gaston Bachelard’s writing on spatial theory, specifically his seminal text The 
Poetics of Space (1964), is a theoretical lens that provides insight into the domestic environments of 
Kabakov, which informs the development of my own creative practice. The framework also draws on 
the work of Valery Podoroga, a theologist that examines Kabakov’s work in light of Gottfried Leibniz’s 
theory of the monad. This chapter will place Kabakov’s work in a historical context and examine the 
key concepts of the Total Installation before examining the techniques Kabakov employs to create his 
work. Throughout the chapter I provide examples of my practice to highlight not only unanimity but 
also the points of departure in our art-making practice. 
 
4.1 Ilya Kabakov 
 
Ilya Kabakov (1933 - ) is a Soviet born conceptual artist that is best known for his Total Installation 
works. Kabakov’s installations are primarily gallery and museum based installed works that portray 
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dystopic representations of the Soviet experience (Watten 1993, para 8). Often considered theatrical 
in their detail and style, Kabakov’s installations were first exhibited in apartments and buildings as 
part of the underground Soviet art movement of the 1970s (Watten 1993, para 16), however since 
emigrating to the United States of America in the late 1980s his works have been widely exhibited in 
a museum and gallery context. Although now exhibited in a different context, his works still reflect a 
thematic obsession with his cultural heritage, often seeking to install the types of spaces he once 
exhibited in. 
Through the manipulation of rooms, objects, lights and walls Kabakov seeks to create psychologically 
absorptive spaces for the audience that transcend simple representations of Soviet-specific stories, 
and become “like [the audience’s] own personal, highly familiar past” (1995, 265). Kabakov goes 
further to claim that “the whole installation is capable of orientating a person inside of itself, appealing 
to his internal centre, to his cultural and historical memory” (Ibid). However, in a later article, in 
ARTMargins, Kabakov states that outside of the East, “objects alone had no significance, whether 
they were drab or unique. It was the environment, the atmosphere, and the context that imbued them 
with meaning” (in Boym 1999). This suggests that as Kabakov’s practice developed in the West he 
started to discover that the context of the environment was essential to create an understanding of 
the objects within the work. Richard Shusterman claims that “somatic consciousness is always 
shaped by culture and thus admits of different forms in different cultures” (2012, 4). This suggests 
that although Kabakov aspires to this position, barriers between cultures and contexts intervene. It 
also reveals the motivation behind Kabakov creating installations that take over a space, creating his 
own environment in which to contextualise his objects for the audience.  
While a member of the Russian Union of Artists, a Soviet government system of artist patronage, 
Kabakov was also involved in “the active Soviet underground of the 1970s” (Warren 1993, para 8) 
and it was here that Kabakov arrived at a style that employs aesthetic choices to represent the 
experience of living under Soviet rule. He was driven by the desire to create work that the audience 
experienced and moved within, a notion akin to Kaprow’s experimentation with environments. 
Kabakov was attempting to arrive at a form where the viewer could enter the work and become 
completely immersed in it (Bishop 2005, 14). This desire is shared with Richard Shusterman and his 
attempt to arrive at a philosophy and working practice that articulates sensory perception of art 
through the lens of the body and the lived experience (2012). Kabakov’s desires reflect influences 
from the Russian Constructivists.  
Drawing on the energy of the Russian Revolution and the momentum from the Italian Futurists, the 
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Constructivists were deeply concerned with creating environments and sought to find the perfect form 
to do this. This aspiration resonates with Wagner and the concept of the Gesamtkunstwerk, which 
was discussed in the contextual review. The 1920s and 1930s saw Europe develop a fascination with 
the Total Work and Total Theatre (Henri 1974, 20). This perfect structure was seen by many as the 
artist’s highest aim (Ibid.). Kabakov was born in the midst of this search and as the Iron Curtain 
closed around Soviet Russia and cut artists off from the influences of Europe, many Russian artists 
continued these experiments to find this perfect work. The ideal of Constructivism is reflected in the 
language Kabakov uses to describe his work. Precise and detailed, Kabakov’s lecture series Über die 
‘totale’ Installation (1995) still remains one of the singular examples of an artist clearly articulating the 
method by which to create an immersive installation.  
Kabakov’s contribution to the discourse surrounding installation art is immense. This is not only due 
to the critical mass of writing concerning his artworks by scholars and critics, something that Amy 
Schlegel deemed The Kabakov Phenomenon (1999), or the sheer mass of installation themselves. It 
is primarily due to Kabakov’s clearly articulated philosophical and practical approach to creating the 
Total Installation.  
Kabakov’s work is very political in its intent, seeking to discuss dystopic visions of the Soviet 
experience. My focus throughout this conceptual framework will be on the physical construction of the 
Total Installation, its aesthetic and the methods Kabakov uses to create psychologically absorptive 
places. Although I acknowledge that memory is often a cultural practice and therefore inherently 
political, as seen in Kabakov’s oeuvre, the focus of this research will be on the physical construction 
of spaces for individual participants.  
4.2 Kabakov and the Total Installation 
 
The term Total Installation was coined by Kabakov to describe his immersive installations. A Total 
Installation is typified by an immersive world that the audience navigates through. This space is 
constructed to be completely insular, with no windows to the outside world and which consists of 
objects and texts that are situated in rooms and corridors, using lights and colour to delineate the 
different borders, rooms, experiences and the inside of the installation from the outside world.  
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Image two. Artist’s sketch of a Total Installation (1995) 
Depicted in Image two is one of Kabakov’s sketches of an installation, showing the role of the rooms, 
doors and transitions into and out of the space. The physical construction of the Total Installation is 
intended to create a world that engulfs and immerses the audience within it, “the idea of the Total 
Installation offers a very particular model of viewing experience – one that not only physically 
immerses the viewer in a three dimensional space, but which is psychologically absorptive too” 
(Bishop 2011, 22). This psychological absorption is a potential result of the installation’s focus on “a 
principle of reception that requires the viewer to engage in the work through his or her actual bodily 
acts” (Ring-Peterson 2005, 221). This physical engagement with the Total Installation, by which the 
viewer moves and navigates through a world, creates a strong emotional engagement as they are, 
“fighting their way through physical barriers or narrow passages, losing their way, searching randomly 
in different directions, carefully testing the ground under their feet” (Ring-Peterson 2005, 222). This 
bodily engagement that Kabakov articulates resonates with the writings of Bachelard, specifically the 
ability of the home to create a state of daydreaming (1964, 6). Kabakov identifies it as the physical 
construction of the three-dimensional space that creates psychological engagement for the audience.  
 
Philosopher Valery Podoroga applies the term monad to describe the self-contained worlds that 
Kabakov creates (2003). A term that spans philosophy, theology, physics, programming and biology, 
a monad is a singular unit that is indivisible (Garber 2009, 148). The monad interiority of the Total 
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Installation puts the focus on the audience to create a context for themselves. Due to the aesthetic 
and physical construction of the installation, the participant turns inward. The dream-like logic 
ascribed to the Total Installation, along with the aesthetics of low light and proximity of objects, 
creates an environment that opens the participant up to personal associations. This creates the 
psychologically absorptive effect that Kabakov attributes to the Total Installation. Although Kabakov 
argues that this is a direct effect of his a-specific Total Installations, Bachelard suggests that 
psychological engagement is the effect of the poetry of the house, “always container, sometimes 
contained, the house serves Bachelard as the portal to metaphors of imagination” (Stilgoe 1964, viii). 
Bachelard suggests that the architecture of a house inscribes on us our values of intimacy, our first 
universe and thus a site where the “unconscious is housed” (1964, 10). An important element in the 
construction of the Total Installation is the use of objects to denote a house. These move beyond the 
walls, floors and doors and personalise a space. Depicted below in Image three is The Happiest Man 
(2000), a Total Installation that commented on society’s desire to escape from reality through the 
character of a man who desires such a release, but, instead, attends the cinema (Cumming 2013). 
 
 
Image three. The Happiest Man by Ilya & Emilia Kabakov (2000). 
Kabakov argues that the objects in his works are familiar to anyone, such as the lounge room 
pictured above in Image three. Kabakov declares that these objects in his works communicate 
transculturally and each viewer can find their own meaning and attached memory to them. Bachelard 
gives credence to these ideas of the object as a transcultural signifier of meaning. However, 
Bachelard claims that in the simplicity there is more room for remembering. He suggests there is 
more opportunity for emotional connection to the space when there is a suggestion of an object or 
room, rather than a detailed depiction, as seen in Image one, of a specific time and place “these 
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virtues of shelter are so simple, so deeply rooted in our unconscious that they may be recaptured 
through mere mention, rather than through minute description. Here the nuance bespeaks the colour. 
A poet’s word, because it strikes true, moves the very depths of our being” (1964, 12). A comparison 
of images between Kabakov’s work and my own practice shows a polarity in this approach. 
 
Image four. Re(collection). 2011.  
Pictured above is a still from my first round of practice, entitled Re(collection). This image illustrates 
the idea or suggestion of a lounge or sitting room. The intention was to create a space that allowed 
the participant to become at ease with the space, with objects and rituals familiar to them. They were 
invited to drink tea and sit for the duration of their cup of tea. In comparison with The Happiest Man 
(2000), there is a stronger sense of Bachelard’s suggestion of place in my work than there is in 
Kabakov’s, which seeks to create a full and detailed space. This difference in aesthetic approach 
could be distilled to the intent behind the work, as Kabakov’s work often unsettles the audience. 
Bachelard draws upon Jung to explain the psychology of space that evokes fear.  
Bachelard ruminates on the idea of the cellar in the house. Bachelard calls on Jung’s paper ‘Modern 
Man in Search of a Soul’ (1933) when describing his own notion of the “intimate value of verticality” 
(1964, 27). Jung claims that readers “relive phenomenologically both fears: fear in the attic and fear in 
the cellar” (in Bachelard 1964, 19). Jung goes further, to suggest that the fear in the attic may be 
readily rationalised and forgotten, whereas the fear in the cellar continues due to being a dark entity 
(1964, 18). This intimate value of verticality can begin to unpack the intention behind the construction 
of Kabakov’s spaces that address the oppression under the Soviet regime. His palette of colours is 
restricted to primarily cool grey tones and whites in rooms that are monadic in construction, showing 
no glimpses of the outside world. Kabakov uses walls, corridors, ceilings and floors to instill the 
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feeling of Soviet Russia in the audience. The notion of the cellar and the dark entity sits comfortably 
as a spatial lens over Kabakov’s works and provides an explanation as to the psychological effect of 
his spaces, which are often unsettling. Theorist Valery Podoroga uses the term the monad to 
describe the construction of Kabakov’s Total Installations that are often self-contained and removed 
from the outside world so as to further engage the audience.  
4.3 The monad 
 
A term of interest that arose from the research into Kabakov was the theory of the monad. Valery 
Podorgora uses the term to describe the self-contained worlds that Kabakov creates. The monad was 
a term coined by theorist Gottfried Wilhelm Von Leibniz as an alternative concept to the atom (Garber 
2009, 148). The date of original publication of this concept is unknown. Leibniz proposed that the 
world was constructed from monads – singular substances that are indivisible in nature (Ibid.). Since 
its inception, the monad has been used in the fields of particle physics, theology (to describe the 
concept of God), biology and computer programming. Valery Podoroga used it to describe Kabakov’s 
work through the lens of theology. Two of Podoroga’s major ideas concerning the Total Installation 
and the monad are the role of the object and the installation as a device for inducing internal 
reflection on the part of the audience.  
Podoroga posits that installation, as a form, is a device for remembering. Installations rely on the use 
of objects to occupy a space. Podoroga theorises that the object carries time with it and allows the 
past to invade the present moment in the installation. This in turn makes an installation a 
remembering, not a direct memory, as “the installation is a special technique for transferring things 
from the past to the future. The key of that is the use of the object. The very technique of the 
installation, which requires material memory” (Podoroga 2003, 347-348). Here Podoroga is describing 
the object’s ability to carry memory within it, and to act as a device for recollection.  
Jonathan Foster in his book Memory: a very short introduction reveals that episodic memory is 
concerned with recollections of place, time and the associated emotions at the time of the event 
(2008, 39). In The Memory Book Janette Wiles asserts “memories are encoded with their values to us 
(their personal relevance). When memories are later recalled, the attached feelings also surface. 
They are an inherent part of the memory, and are re-evoked during recall. Hence, just as cues are 
specialised for each person, the emotions re-experienced are also specific” (2007, 25). Wiles 
validates Podoroga’s claims that cues, in this case objects or ‘material memory’, enable memory 
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recall and subsequently encourage emotional engagement.  
Podoroga further discusses the internality of the installation as a result of this remembering. He 
proposes that due the object’s link to the past, the audience becomes internally focused. Here 
Podoroga hints at the singularity of the experience and the notion that the monad is removed from the 
outside world: 
If you have found yourself inside it, it is absolutely of no interest to you what is 
happening outside at this moment. But what does it mean – to find yourself 
inside? It means that you have found yourself inside that which has already 
been realised as internal; that is precisely why you have found yourself there 
(it is this internal space that you are interested in). This internal space is 
something individualised, and even singularised (2003, 348-349). 
Therefore the audience is drawn to internal reflection as a result of the objects and the environment in 
the installation. Bachelard progresses this argument, foregrounding an examination of the hermit and 
the hut. Bachelard uses the house as a metaphor for the self, and in examining the notion of the 
hermit, he hints at the solitude of the hermit’s hut as a metaphor for internal solitude, similar to the 
monad as proposed by Podoroga. Podoroga attempts to define the internal experience of the monad: 
We enter this space but it is as if we entered some sort of mental world. This 
‘room’ can be metaphysically identified as a monad (‘windowless and 
doorless’). In other words, the closed nature of the monad/ room makes us 
see it as completely close, set apart from the world. This enclosure is the most 
primary condition of the interior spatiality which we have to separate from the 
false concept of space (time). The spatiality of the interior is in fact the room 
(as a monad) (2003, 349). 
 
This suggestion of a space set apart from the world draws parallels with both Turner ’s and 
Broadhurst’s writings of the liminal, a threshold space that is indeterminate, “located at the edge of 
what is possible” (Broadhurst 1999, 12) and alive with a “storehouse of possibilities” (Turner 1990, 
11-12).  
 
This monad, a metaphysical idea, is manifested in the physical construct of the installation, providing 
a space that is literally an enclosed unit, with no windows to the outside world. The installation in turn 
becomes what Podoroga terms a room as pure interiority, a space in which time shifts with the past 
invading the future through the objects in the monad. Podoroga claims that the installation, in the 
case of Kabakov’s Total Installations, acts as a framework in which the artist separates the object 
from other possible contexts and places them in a space that changes the way the audience reads 
them. Podoroga suggests that due to the framework of the installation, the objects transform from 
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“the thing-image”, what they are in their regular context (an object with a function), into “the object-
sign” (a signifier), enabling objects to bring the past (associations) into the future by removing them 
from their regular context and placing them in the frame of the installation. Podoroga goes on to 
theorise that the role of the spectator in the installation is a “strange and ambiguous procedure: there 
are immobile objects, but on the other hand there is a dynamic spectator who moves around the 
objects and thus re-creates some of the missing optic of the thing (no longer an object) at each point 
in the movement” (2003, 347). This suggests that in the context of the installation, the object takes on 
a new meaning, depending on the way the spectator (the missing optic) engages with it. As a result, 
the familiar object is made strange, new and open once again to interpretation. Much like Bachelard’s 
writing on the house, objects of the home may signify different homes or different meaning to different 
people. Although items such as chairs, tables, books, Hills Hoists and doors are homely and familiar 
objects, they are made strange, foreign, curious and new in this context. The installation framework 
allows them to be examined again through the lens of each individual’s experience.  
 
This shift of the way objects are read is reminiscent of Freud’s notion of the Uncanny in which he 
suggests that it is this disorientation, or different context, that evokes the Uncanny, "intellectual 
uncertainty; so that the uncanny would always, as it were, be something one does not know one’s 
way about in. The better orientated in his environment a person is, the less readily will he get the 
impression of something uncanny in regard to the objects and events in it” (Freud 1919). This notion 
of the Uncanny will be discussed in more detail in relation to the notion of ambiguity later on.  
 
The capacity for space to evoke internal reflection is threaded throughout Bachelard’s writings in The 
Poetics of Space (1964). Bachelard articulates this internality as imagination and day-dreaming, a 
notion also important in Kabakov’s work. In The Poetics of Space (1934) he ruminates extensively on 
the power of memory and dreams in the phenomenological engagement with the architectural 
construct of the house. For Bachelard, no room, wall, object or door is without meaning; further, this 
meaning is inscribed in us from a young age, as the house is our first universe, our first monad, our 
first intimate and indivisible space, “for our house is our corner of the world. As has often been said, it 
is our first universe, a real cosmos in every sense of the word” (1964, 4). As a result of Bachelard’s 
phenomenological lens, his examination is focused primarily on the subjective experience of the 
house and works with the belief that all inhabited space transcends pure architectural geometry 
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(1964, v), becoming instead steeped in “unalterable oneirism” (1964, 13). The oneiristic
3
, dream-like 
and surreal engagement in Kabakov’s work is created through the manipulation of physical space and 
the following key concepts of the form.  
4.4 Key concepts of the Total Installation  
 
4.4.1 Positioning the audience 
 
Kabakov’s work reflects a shift in the balance of stimuli in the environment since its original inception 
by Kaprow. Increasingly, the audience is placed at the centre of the environment rather than simply 
being another element of the work. Kabakov views installation art as a genre geared completely 
towards the audience, with their reaction being anticipated and guided by the artist. The Total 
Installation is a built world that aspires to merge a dreamlike space with a level of personal familiarity 
to create an emotive response in the audience. In keeping with Freud’s Interpretation of Dreams 
(1900), a developmental influence on the form, these responses are often based on memory and free 
associations of meaning. Kabakov states: 
Familiar circumstance and contrived illusion carry the one who is 
wandering inside the installation away into his personal corridor of 
memory and evoke from the memory an approaching wave of 
associations which until this point had slept peacefully in its depths. The 
installation has merely bumped, awakened, touched his ‘depths’, this 
‘deep memory’, and the recollections rushed up out of these depths, 
seizing the consciousness of the installation viewer from within (1995, 
278).  
This reinforces the earlier discussion concerning Kabakov’s focus on Soviet stories. Despite his 
thematic concerns, his installations are engineered primarily to create free associations of meaning in 
the audience. These free associations are created through the physical construction of the installation 
environment.  
Kabakov’s position of the audience in the Total Installation embodies the notion of the de-centred 
viewer as discussed in the contextual review. Kabakov recognises the autonomy of the audience and, 
in turn, reflects the notions expressed by Eco in the The Open Work (1964). The politics of this de-
centring opens the work for the audience, and there is no longer prescribed meaning, or ideal, view 
point from which it should be read. Instead, the audience is invited to navigate their own way through 
                                                        
3 Oneiristic refers to dreamlike experiences and qualities while awake, akin to day dreaming (Oxford English Dictionary 2014, 
Oneiric).  
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the work, both physically and intellectually.  
Kabakov places the responsibility of completing the installation in the hands of the audience, stating 
that they are the catalyst that activates the installation, “the main actor in the installation, the main 
centre toward which everything is intended is the viewer…the whole installation is orientated only 
toward perception and any point of the installation, any of its structure is orientated only toward the 
impression it should make on the viewer” (Kabakov 1995, 275). The construction of the installation is 
intended to immerse the audience and to “abandon his physical place of habitation” (Kabakov 1995, 
342). Kabakov concludes that the audience needs to believe the reality of the installation, “the 
psychological state of the viewer in the installation…must believe the reality of what is built around 
him, and at the same time not believe in it” (Ibid.). This liminal state between physical and 
psychological engagement with the space is a hallmark of the audience experience in the Total 
Installation.  
Unlike Bachelard, who primarily examines the phenomenological experience of space, Kabakov 
struggles to articulate and identify what provokes the memory-based audience experience, “[it is] very 
subtle, subjective, almost elusive, it cannot be precisely proven and formulated, but it most likely 
emanates from certain observations made during work on installations. What we are talking about is 
what kind of reactions should arise in the imagination of the viewer of an installation” (1995, 311) . 
This evidence gives further credence to the idea of dreaming and imagination in the viewer as an 
important element of the audience experience. It seems that even Kabakov cannot quite quantify or 
explain what it is about the spatial and temporal construction of the Total Installation that creates the 
emotional effect on the audience. He suggests that the rooms and the environment created by the 
journey through the space create a strong feeling of immersion: 
This world of many rooms seizes you: the impressions of each room you pass 
through are superimposed on one another, and the feeling that this is something 
out of the ordinary and the sense that you are being torn away from your natural 
state is very great. No matter how well the viewer recognizes that the entire 
environment is artificially contrived, he gradually, with a loss of orientation in the 
system of rooms, loses the sense of the time spent in them as well (Kabakov 
1995, 316). 
Kabakov admits that he does not understand how the audience transitions from the external 
topography of the space to the internal topography of memories and emotional engagement. Evident 
in the quote above is Kabakov’s understanding that the physical construction of the space and 
environment plays a pivotal role in engaging the participant.  
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4.4.2 The notion of environment 
 
The notion of environment is threaded strongly throughout the work of Kabakov. The contextual 
review defined an environment as “an art form that fills an entire room (or outdoor space) surrounding 
the visitor and consisting of any material whatsoever, including lights, sounds and colour” (Allan 
Kaprow in Henri 1974, 4). In regards to Kabakov, the physical construction of the Total Installation 
draws on manipulation of lighting, doors, walls, floors, ceilings, colour, the entry and exit to the 
installation, objects, the topology of the audience, and the preliminary space that the audience enters 
before moving into the Total Installation (Kabakov 1995). Kabakov talks extensively on each of these 
elements, making comment on how they reinforce the feeling that the audience has stepped into 
another world. Bishop states that, “[installation’s] immersiveness resists reproduction as a two 
dimensional image, thereby placing new emphasis on the viewer’s presence within the space” (2011, 
20). Bishop is alluding to the capacity for installation to create an immersive world for the audience 
through its three dimensional nature. Art critic Svetlana Boym validates Bishops claims, stating that in 
Kabakov’s work it is the totality of the environment that makes the installation so encompassing for 
the audience (1999). 
The notion of the environment ties closely with the performative element of installation art, with much 
of the literature mentioning that the environment is similar to a stage, but with a proclivity towards the 
de-centred viewer. For Kabakov, the audience are actors (1995, 272) and the stage is built 
specifically for their reaction (Ibid.). These notions of the environment in Kabakov’s work reflect once 
again the ideas of the Total Theatre and the Total Artwork that were so important in the Russian 
Constructivists’ search for the ideal work (Henri 1974, 20). As discussed earlier, the ideas of the 
domestic environment in Kabakov’s work runs parallel to the theories of Bachelard and the concepts 
of monadology as presented by Podoroga.  
The immersion of the audience within the constructed environment is a key idea in this discourse. 
Kaprow was heavily influenced by Dewey’s writings in the Art as Experience (1934) and incorporated 
the idea of interaction into his environments in the search for multi-sensory approaches that indulged 
the audience’s “desire for immediacy” (Bishop 2005, 23). In both preparatory creative practice cycles, 
Re(collection) and a dinner with gravity, I made aesthetic decisions that embodied the notions of the 
environment present in both Kabakov’s and Kaprow’s work. Furthermore, I began to incorporate such 
sensory stimulations such as smell and taste into my environments to attempt to engage the 
participant further, informed by reading into olfactory senses and the links between smell and 
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memory. A study examining the brain and olfactory associations at the Department of Neurobiology at 
Weizmann Institute of Science revealed that emotion impacts memory and that olfaction is the ‘sense 
of first impressions’ (Yeshurun et al 2009, 1). In addition, the researchers also hypothesised that 
memory evocation through odour and sensory recall originates from early childhood and carries on 
through life (Ibid.). Bachelard discusses the intimate effect of smell in The Poetics of Space (1964), 
stating that a “unique smell” is the signature of intimacy (1964, 14). This is another point of departure 
between my practice and that of Kabakov’s, as he does not address sensory engagement in this 
manner.  
 
In my work I experiment with smell, taste and temperature. This is something that is present in 
Bachelard’s work but absent in the writings of Kabakov. Bachelard describes the power of smell in 
recalling memories of space and time: “I alone, in my memories of another century, can open the 
deep cupboard that still retains for me alone that unique odor, the odor of raisins drying on the wicker 
try. The odor of raisins! It is beyond description!” (1964, 13). An investigation into the effect of the 
senses was present in both cycles of practice. In a dinner with gravity I experimented with taste. This 
was not, however, as effective as the use of smelling drawers in Re(collection).  
This notion that the combination of elements that create an immersive environment is the axiom that 
drives this research. It is therefore essential to examine immersion in Kabakov’s work.  
 
4.4.3 Immersion 
 
Kabakov describes the emotional, puzzling and often associative response to the Total Installation as 
the fourth dimension of installation art. He purports that installation operates in a dimension beyond 
other art forms due to its bodily and real experience. Kabakov typifies this fourth dimension as a 
complete immersion in an installation, whereby the audience experiences the mechanism of the 
“double action work – the experiencing of the illusion and simultaneously the introspection of it” 
(1995, 245). Podoroga ascribes the term “pure interiority” (2003, 349) to articulate the double action 
that Kabakov describes, further developing Bachelard’s concept of the house as a home for the 
unconscious. As discussed in the contextual review, Anne Ring-Peterson explains this double action 
of installation art in terms of the physical staging of the audience, and the perception by the audience. 
Anne Ring-Peterson further ascribes three different parameters to define installation art as a generic 
form. These are: 
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[Firstly] an installation activates the physical space and the contexts in 
which it is embedded; [secondly] it extends the work of art in time 
thereby giving it a situational character; and [thirdly] it emphasizes 
embodied perception. installation art brings the ‘real’, 
phenomenological character of the viewer’s experience to the centre of 
attention and attempts to awake the viewer’s awareness of the 
dependence of bodily perception as well as the subjectivity and the 
temporal extension of the art experience (n.d, 1). 
This ‘temporal extension’ supports Kabakov’s theory of the fourth dimension. Furthermore, Bishop 
states that the three major features of the Total Installation are, “the sensory immediacy of conscious 
perception, a composite structure and the elucidation of meaning through free association” (2005, 
16). Bachelard describes this free association in terms of memories, imagination and daydreaming. 
Bachelard’s concept of the house as metaphor embodies Kabakov’s notion of the double action, as 
the construct of the house is presented as a representation of the subconscious. The physical 
boundaries of the house embody memories, dreams and histories and it is through the objects and 
the architecture that we access the poetry of the space and the ability to dream, to be back in the 
childhood home (1964, 30), “the places in which we have experienced daydreaming reconstitute 
themselves in a new daydream, and it is because our memories of former dwelling-places are relived 
as daydreams that these dwelling-places of the past remain in us for all time” (Bachelard 1964, 6). 
Although Bachelard has written extensively on this subject, Kabakov still regards it as the mysterious 
and elusive effect of the Total Installation and states that he remains unable to prove the 
effectiveness, or to quantify or measure the effect, of immersion on the audience: 
We are fully aware that the subject of our discussion today is very 
subtle, subjective, almost elusive, it cannot be precisely proven and 
formulated, but it most likely emanates from certain observations made 
during work on installations. What we are talking about is what kind of 
reactions should arise in the imagination of the viewer of an installation 
(1995, 311). 
This reveals that although Kabakov has provided clear approaches and strategies for building the 
Total Installation, there exists a need for more study on the triggers for the participant. Kabakov 
himself calls for an analysis of “how the viewer moves from the external medium into the internal and 
the metamorphoses of states which take place as a result” (1995, 328). It is precisely this 
transformation between external and internal mental engagement that will be tracked through the 
application of this framework.  
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4.5 Analysing the Total Installation  
 
Kabakov breaks the essential elements of his Total Installations into the following key ideas; 
 
Walls 
Floors 
Ceiling 
Venue 
Entry & Exit 
The object 
Time 
 
Typology of the installation  
Lights 
Colour 
Borders 
Music 
Atmosphere 
The audience experience 
Kabakov’s instructions concerning the construction of a Total Installation are very clear and thorough. 
Although detailed, his description of the process and the motivations behind his artistic choices lack a 
theoretical discussion. The following are the key elements of his practice examined through the lens 
of Bachelard and Leibniz’s theory of the monad.  
The walls, floors and ceiling in the Total Installation are the essential construct that separates the 
internal world from outside influences. Kabakov asserts that the walls create a “self-contained model 
of the world” (1995, 256) within them. This embodies the concept of the monad as Kabakov goes on 
to state that there can be no windows to the outside world as the inclusion of windows would ruin “the 
creation of a full-valued, self-contained world” (Ibid.). Bachelard goes further to suggest that the walls, 
ceilings and floors of a structure, such as a house, comforts a person and is steeped with memories 
and images, “we comfort ourselves by reliving memories of protection. Something closed must retain 
our memories, while leaving their original value as images. Memories of the outside world will never 
have the same tonality as those of home” (1964, 6). The tonalities present in the house provide a 
palate for Kabakov in the creation of his Total Installations.  
Kabakov manipulates the texture and material of the floor to further reinforce the feeling of a different 
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world within the Total Installation, stating that “only from the moment that another floor appears, 
where the foot steps onto another soil does the sensation of another world ultimately arise for the 
viewer” (1995, 298). In my first cycle of practice, Re(collection), the participant walked through the 
dark, following a piece of string through the darkness. Underfoot, the theatre floor slowly changed 
from timber to soil.  
 
Image five – Re(collection). 2011.  
The participant moved through the darkness, feeling soil underfoot as they travelled unknowingly 
towards a bookcase. 
 
Post show interviews revealed that for many participants this was instrumental in engaging them in 
the work, with one claiming it was like diving with a friend in the dark, and another recalling 
afternoons gardening with her grandmother. In the second creative practice cycle, a dinner with 
gravity, I utilised the corridor to provide a transition from the outside world to the inside one, drawing 
on notions similar to Bachelard’s intimacy in space. I constructed a very small, thin and low corridor to 
mark a transition from the foyer into the large central dining hall. This manipulation of walls and 
ceiling is a hallmark of Kabakov’s practice, which he employs to create a feeling of claustrophobic 
restriction, as seen in The Man Who Flew into Space From His Apartment (1988) 
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Image six. The Man Who Flew into Space From His Apartment (1988) by Ilya Kabakov.  
In this work, Kabakov created a space so crammed full of belongings that the aspiration of the 
fictional character catapulted him through the ceiling. This embodied a contrast between the small 
cramped internal room, and possibility of the hole in the ceiling, as being large and limitless in both 
space and possibility. Fictional characters and plots are also a large part of Kabakov’s work and mark 
a point of departure between our practices, as I actively seek to remove the chance of the participant 
reading a narrative and place the focus completely on the participant’s own personal history. This is a 
major point of departure between our practices. Although Kabakov seeks to decentre the viewer, his 
works still retain a desired narrative of a fictional character that the audience can decode using their 
own personal associations and the clues in the space. Unlike Kabakov, my creative practice 
deliberately creates an open environment with a range of sensory and visual stimuli that continually 
shift the onus back to the audient – “write a letter to someone you miss”, “what does this smell remind 
you of?” – the intent of these open questions are to continually decentre the viewer and shift their 
focus back into their internal landscape, and to deepen the notion of the monad.  
 
Kabakov discusses the topology in terms of the drama of the installation and the experience of the 
viewer inside these rooms. He suggests that the physical construction of the spaces or “dwellings” 
(1995, 258) could have an unlimited amount of combinations. In his lectures, he offers suggestions of 
a few possible “optimal variations, which are most often encountered in the practice of building the 
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Total Installation” (Ibid.). Each of these topologies creates a different experience for the audience and 
helps to create what Kabakov describes as the drama of the installation. Bachelard proposes that the 
topology of the first home is inscribed in the body and that “all really inhabited space bears the 
essence of the notion of home…the imagination functions in this direction whenever the human being 
has found the slightest shelter” (1964, 5). Bachelard articulates his study of the phenomenology of the 
home as topoanalysis. Topoanalysis is concerned with the study of the layout of the house, or the 
topography, and the psychological effect of the space.  
Part of the topology of the installation is the borders that demarcate the Total Installation. These can 
take the shape of walls or doors, “the door can be considered an ideal vehicle for delineating the 
installation border, it controls the entrance and exit from the Total Installation both plastically and 
psychologically” (Kabakov 1995, 299). For Kabakov, these borders are strongly psychological and 
help to create a boundary between the external and internal world of the installation, which also 
creates a psychological transition for the audience. Kabakov discusses the importance of choosing 
the correct venue for the Total Installation, stating that a place such as an art gallery is ideal because 
inside of the installation can be manipulated sufficiently to appear at odds with the rest of the venue. 
He places great weight on the reputation of the venue, as establishments such as a gallery create the 
necessary mood for the viewer before entering the Total Installation.  
Lights feature as an important aspect in both Kabakov’s work and the writings of Bachelard. Kabakov 
cites light as one of the most important vehicles in creating atmosphere in the installation (1995, 296). 
A clear parallel between both of our practices is the use of lighting as a tool for moving the participant: 
“all elements of the room have a ‘plot’ function: lighting for example, like the use of sounds and 
reading matter, plays a vital role in enticing the viewer from one part of the space to the next” 
(Kabakov 1995, 302). Bachelard examines the primal meaning of the light stating that, “the lamp 
keeps vigil” (1964, 34) and lends a human-like quality to the space, “through its light alone, the house 
becomes human” (1964, 35). Light is an important aspect in my own work, and is used to guide the 
participant and create mood, alongside the use of music.   
Although Kabakov views light as an important tool for creating atmosphere in the work, he does not 
place the same importance in the role of music, only touching briefly on a possible inclusion in the 
Total Installation. Further research revealed that music plays an important part in setting the reflective 
atmosphere of the space. Susanne Langer theorised on the communicative nature of music in Form 
and Feeling (1953), claiming that music is the language of feeling as it is malleable to the listener: “we 
are always free to fill its subtle articulated forms with any meaning that fits them; that is, that may 
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convey an idea of anything conceivable in its logical image” (1953, 31).  
An additional overarching concept that permeates the other elements of the Total Installation is the 
concept of time. Kabakov suggests that the viewer experiences time as a layering of three parallel 
elements of past, present and future, and it “flows past him, flows all by itself, and to which the viewer 
may become an extraneous witness, and time which flows through him given the encounter with a 
work of art and which he experiences subjectively, which virtually physically seizes him from” 
(Kabakov 1995, 281). Kabakov’s articulation of this concept is expressed in anecdotes, which render 
it difficult to convert into an actionable strategy in creating the Total Installation. Kabakov’s musings 
bear resemblance to Bachelard’s discussions on the place of daydreaming and imagination in The 
Poetics of Space (1964) regarding the ability to evoke memory: “the house is one of the greatest 
powers of integration for the thoughts, memories and dreams of mankind. The binding principal in this 
integration of the daydream. Past, present and future give the house different dynamisms” (1964, 6). 
This notion of integrating daydreams is a clear correlation with the concept of the performed ghost 
which surfaced for the first creative practice cycle, Re(collection), and will be discussed in the next 
chapter.  
The following chapter will provide an overview of the preliminary creative practice cycles and will 
articulate the findings that have informed the creation of Dulcet, the final creative practice outcome.  
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5.0 Preparatory Creative Cycles 
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This research occurred in iterative creative research cycles that allowed a symbiotic relationship 
between the data gathered from each cycle and the theory underpinning the practice. Each creative 
cycle provided qualitative data from audience interviews and also encouraged reflection on the 
creative process. The creative cycles were an opportunity to test the notions of my growing 
theoretical understanding of the form I was working in. As the practice is grounded in the 
phenomenological and the embodied experience, it required an essential testing ground with an 
audience. This chapter provides an overview of the two creative cycles, Re(collection) and a dinner 
with gravity, and summarises the data gathered, which informed the final work in the suite Dulcet.  
5.1 Re(collection) 
 
Re(collection) occurred on the 26
th
 March 2011 in The Studio at Kelvin Grove campus at the 
Queensland University of Technology. The work set out to test the theoretical findings from the first 
contextual review, which focused on notions of form, feeling and experience. The review also 
examined fundamental concepts from neuroscience concerning the evocation of memories, such as 
sense memory recall and the role of visual stimuli. Re(collection) was viewed by eleven participants, 
all of whom were interviewed about their experience. The intention of this cycle of practice was to 
create an experience for the participant that evoked feeling and memories through the openness of 
the form and the experiential nature of the work. This first cycle was instrumental in experimenting 
with the form of the creative practice and was driven by the sub-question: 
What is the relationship between form and the evocation of memories and emotions in constructed 
environments? 
Re(collection) was an installation work that required the participant to navigate through the space by 
themselves, being guided by clues, instructions and lighting in the space. I arrived at this form 
through instinct-driven decision making while drawing on the literature that discussed ways in which 
memory is triggered. What emerged from the research was the discovery that in order to evoke an 
audience’s memories and emotions, I needed to find a way to cue their recall. Much of the literature 
revealed that recall was very personal and cues were different for every person. This informed the 
choice to create a space that had an array of possible opportunities to evoke memory.  
The challenge of the initial cycle of practice was finding a way to bring these cues together. Drawing 
on research that used libraries as a common metaphor for describing memory recall, the work was 
constructed with stations of cues that the participant was directed to with lights and clues. Research 
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into the nature of experience and environments revealed the importance of the placement of each 
item in the space. Specific lighting was used in order to direct the participants’ attention and to 
compartmentalise each station. The work was an act of navigation for the participants as they 
focused their attention on sensory elements, such as the smell of coffee and the dirt that appeared 
underfoot. Dewey states that experience is “the interaction of the live creature and environing 
conditions” (1934, 35), therefore everything the participants did, heard, tasted, saw or smelt was 
considered part of the experience. Re(collection) was viewed by eleven participants, all of whom were 
interviewed about their experience. The intention of this cycle of practice was to create an experience 
for each participant that evoked feeling and memories through the openness of the form and the 
experiential nature of the work.  
 
Re(collection) sought to examine the physical construction of an experiential space that had emerged 
from the initial research into form, feeling, experience and environments. The initial research cycle 
presented findings that resonated with me as both a practitioner and a researcher, developing an 
understanding of the relationship between form and experience. The major findings affirmed that the 
form was effective in engaging participants on an emotional level.  
 
The form of the piece was a singular experience for the participant and was tactile and exploratory in 
nature. Drawing on Umberto Eco’s notion of the open work, Re(collection) sought to highlight the 
participants’ interplay with the stimulus by making it an experiential, tactile and task based journey. 
The intention was to create an opportunity for the participants to create their own meaning and place 
their own memories and emotions on the work. This was achieved by using triggers for memory 
recall, such as smells and familiar rituals, like drinking tea; and objects and furniture. 
 
What emerged as an important finding from the first cycle of practice was the strong influence of the 
singular experience on the participants’ engagement. Many of the participants commented that being 
alone in the work had a strong influence on their engagement with the work, allowing them to 
navigate it at their own pace. This in turn encouraged the participants to be increasingly open to the 
experience, stating: 
 
The interactivity of it and probably the fact that there was only one 
participant would of [effected my engagement] because I was more 
open to be engaged and interact with the work because I felt like I was 
the only person in the space so I felt I could let myself go (Participant 
Six 2011, 38-41). 
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This freedom to direct their way through the performance and the lack of self-consciousness created 
a particular atmosphere in the performance that was described as gentle, safe, trusting and 
mysterious. The strong response to the singular experience was of interest, as this decision regarding 
form was decided on the basis of my hypothesis that participants would more easily engage 
emotionally if they only had their self to focus on. The individual participant prompted a very personal 
type of engagement with the work although there were commonalities of themes in people’s readings 
of the work, such as family and old friends; each individual experience of the work was different and 
informed by their reactions to the stimuli.  
 
Of particular interest was a finding that arose from the audience responses, one that I termed as the 
performed ghost. This term was created to describe the memories and emotional engagement that 
the participant experienced in Re(collection). The data revealed that many of the participants 
conjured a memory of someone when participating in a letter writing activity. The simple instruction 
was “write a letter to someone you miss”, which was placed on a typewriter that the participant found 
under a chair. The act of writing the letter made the participant recall a loved one that subsequently 
influenced how the participant engaged with, and experienced, the space. They experienced a strong 
emotional connection through the remembering of this person, and experienced a twice-performed 
phenomenon in which they interacted with, and experienced the work but simultaneously thought 
about how their loved one or friend would have reacted to such an experience.  
 
Overall, the construction of the work created an environment that encouraged participants to place 
their own memories and reflections on the work. From this initial cycle I devised the following set of 
potential guidelines for creating an immersive and engaging environment for the audience.  
1. The role of lighting. The darkness and specific lighting worked as a means for moving the 
participant. The darkness and quiet, when coupled with the singularity of the experience 
assisted in evoking memories and provoking an emotional response.  
2. Clues and instructions were effective as a means to guide the participant experience.  
3. The space the participant walked into had to feel separate from the outside world – which 
begot the question of how to manifest this.  
4. The interactive, tactile and sensory nature of the form is effective. 
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5. The memories that were evoked inspired emotion in the participant.  
6. The objects in the room had a big impact on the atmosphere and aesthetic of the space. 
7. The environment inspired a sense of childlike wonder, or memories of family members.  
8. The music acted as a device to create a reflective mood and atmosphere.  
As the pilot experiment for the next cycle of the research, Re(collection) was instrumental in 
developing the guidelines above. This initial round of practice was included in the confirmation stage 
of the PhD, and in response to the feedback from the assessors the focus on neuroscience was 
shifted in favor of a clear theoretical lens and a clearly articulated position in the field. As a result of 
this shift, the neuroscience vocabulary was dropped from the study and the focus was shifted to 
articulating my place in the field and finding a suitable theoretical framework that spoke to my 
practice. It also became apparent that despite positioning my work in the field of installation art, I was 
approaching the construction of the experience from a theatrical paradigm, utilising the tools I knew 
as a theatre-trained practitioner. The audience experience was carefully constructed, curated and 
executed with an auteur sensibility akin to that of a director. Four of the eight principles above – 
music, ‘props’ or objects, lighting, and a creation of the feeling of ‘another world’ – were strong 
theatrical traits in my work. The other principles, which borrowed heavily from installation art and 
neuroscience, indicated that I was working in the nexus between theatre and installation. The notions 
of environment, experience and form are still central to the study, and the second creative practice 
cycle was used to test a majority of the principles that had arisen from Re(collection).  
 
5.2 a dinner with gravity 
 
a dinner with gravity occurred over three separate occasions and spanned 2011 through to 2012. The 
first showing occurred at La Boite in 2011 as a work in development, the second was presented at 
QUT Kelvin Grove in the Studio space in early 2012, and the third was programmed and presented 
again at La Boite Theatre Company in mid-2012 as part of the LaBoite Indie season.
4
 In this section I 
outline the three showings, articulating what was changed and adjusted each time. My intention in 
this cycle of practice was to test whether the feeling of emotional engagement and the poignant 
                                                        
4 La Boite Indie Season is an initiative of La Boite Theatre Company in Brisbane, Australia. La Boite Indie programs a season of 
theatre that has been made by artists across Australia independent from major theatre companies.  
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memory recall that occurred in the first cycle of practice could be replicated in a group audience. In 
this cycle of practice I utilised the eight working principles that I had gleaned from Re(collection) to 
attempt to create a group experience. Was it possible to replicate the level of emotional engagement 
and recall that occurred in Re(collection) through the physical manipulation of space? How could I set 
up a sustained group experience that still created an emotive and memory-based response in the 
participant? The data was collected using post-show interviews in the form of emailed responses and 
observations of the participants in the space from recorded video of the work.  
The premise of a dinner with gravity is a surreal dinner party that brings together a group of 
participants to break bread, tell stories and recount past adventures to one another. The experience I 
created was a surreal and poetic space that was playful and tactile. Similar to Re(collection), this 
work played with the senses, providing food and wine for the audience to feast on. I wanted to retain 
the tactile and journey-based feeling of the first cycle of practice so I presented two different types of 
tasks for the participants: one physical and one mental. Physically, they engaged in playing with the 
floating food and the negotiation of sharing that food with one another. While negotiating this, they 
were given the task of talking to one another, sharing stories and asking questions, while being 
guided by menus that displayed topics of conversations. 
 
 
Image seven. a dinner with gravity (2011) 
Unlike Re(collection), a dinner with gravity had three incarnations, and the following major findings 
evolved from a process of trial and re-examination after each showing. In the first showing of the work 
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in La Boite in 2011, the space was decorated simply, using tables that were sourced from the venue 
and set for an audience of twelve, including myself. After much deliberation and moving of tables and 
chairs, twelve participants were chosen as being a suitable number as it allowed for a feeling of a 
feast but intimate enough to encourage table conversation.  
Out of this first iteration, I returned to the eight working principles that emerged from Re(collection) to 
try and deepen the participant engagement. Primarily I knew that in order to make the participant’s 
engage I had to withdraw myself from the table, as my presence made the work very egocentric, and 
rather than being focused on one another the participants were focused on asking me questions that 
concerned the making of the work.  
 
For iterations two and three the lighting became more specific in a similar aesthetic to Re(collection). 
In lieu of my new absence from the work, clues and instructions again guided the participant 
experience and the objects in the space were old mismatched timber chairs and a recycled timber 
windows joined together to make a large dining table. To create the psychological separation of 
space between outside and the dining hall, a long and tight corridor was built to physically separate 
the two spaces. Participant data reflected that this was an effective decision, as they talked about the 
experience as akin to falling down the rabbit hole or walking into Narnia. Again the theme of 
childhood was present in the piece, potentially due to the literary points of reference they drew upon 
in order to articulate the feeling of being in a space that was separate from the outside world.  
 
What emerged from creative practice cycle two was a confirmation that the physical manipulation of 
space could create an immersive environment for the participant that did evoke an emotional 
reaction. Feedback revealed that the participants’ emotions were mostly joy, happiness and 
excitement. One participant commented on the specific elements that evoked these feelings: 
 
My emotions ranged from happiness through intrigue and excitement. Happiness was 
around the camaraderie and the sharing of food. The intrigue was about the novelty 
of what and how you set the dinner up, and the excitement because it was a new 
experience for me (Participant Thirteen). 
 
This reflection speaks to the idea of the dinner as a place for sharing. Participant Thirteen evidently 
found it a soothing and enjoyable experience. For Participant B, however, walking into a work that 
was completely mysterious and without instruction was an act of trust: “[I felt] nervousness initially. 
Fear of the unknown. I felt disorientated initially … after a few minutes this subsided and I began to 
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trust the experience and trust you as an artist” (Participant Twelve). This bears resemblance to the 
type of engagement required in Re(collection). In the first cycle of practice, audience members 
commented that walking through the space required trust, as it was physically dark and very 
disorientating. They were also unsure of what would be asked of them as an audience, from a 
personal disclosure standpoint. Another theme that emerged through the cycles was a sense of 
childlike engagement.  
 
The choice of the magical dinner evidently inspired childlike wonder and joy in the participants. The 
corridor entrance helped to build excitement and mystery before the participants’ eventual arrival in 
the main dining room. As stated by another participant: 
 
[I felt] joy, wonder, happiness and positivity. I think my reaction to the 
well-lit and magical space was immediate also. I felt these things from the 
first moment I came through the lit balloons [in the corridor]. I noticed 
things around the room and each time I looked I felt I discovered 
something new. A sense of discovery was present (Participant Eleven). 
 
The initial premise of this experiment was the question of whether I could replicate a similar depth of 
emotional engagement that was present in Re(collection), but in a group environment. Although 
participants enjoyed their experience immensely, commenting on the joy and magic of the 
environment, there was not the same depth of engagement with emotions as was present in 
Re(collection). My hypothesis was that it came down to people relying more on each other and the 
interrelationships rather than deep internal reflection. This was confirmed in the comments from 
Participant Twelve: 
 
The initial disorientation and wonderment was the experience for me. 
Each time this was revisited the feeling was reignited (for example the 
tea, the piano, discovering the envelopes on the chairs, finding new 
envelopes passed under the door). When this subsided people would 
begin to break down the magic I felt … we knew what was happening and 
were aware of that (Participant Twelve). 
 
From this it can be extrapolated that the presence of other participants in the room detracts from the 
immersive nature of the space. The data from Re(collection) also reflected that the opportunity to be 
alone in a space was rare, and aided their engagement with the work. Overall, feedback reflected that 
the manipulation of the physical elements in the construction of the work did create an immersive and 
emotionally engaged experience; however, the most effective form was the singular audient 
experience.  
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In addition to these findings, the term monad emerged as a potential term to articulate not only 
elements of Kabakov’s practice but any type of work that examines the singular participant 
experience in a created environment. A monadic environment could be defined as a work that is a 
singular experience in which the participant is completely shut off from the outside world. The notion 
of singular means a work that will be different for every participant who experiences it due to the 
history and memories that they bring to the work. In addition, although the participant is not truly 
alone in the space due to the team helping to create the experience, they are experiencing it as a 
singular audient with no visible other in the space. The work’s effect is in the indivisible nature of the 
environment – it is the meeting of the lights, the music, the objects and the smell at that particular 
moment that engages with the participant. Once inside, they have a completely individual experience, 
drawing on their memories and emotions to engage with the work. Every individual’s reaction to this 
world is singular, indivisible and individual to self.  
Podoroga struggles to apply the monad to Kabakov’s work beyond the lens of theology and 
philosophy in terms of the physical construction and the metaphysical concepts of the total 
installation. He talks to concepts such as the role of God in the installation – as maker and 
manipulator of this world. His concept of the monad as an internal world is of interest. That in the 
singularity of this space, removed from the outside world, the world of the installation becomes 
primarily an internal world. This is due to what I articulate (from reading of this theory and 
observations of my practice) as a type of feedback loop between object and person, meaning and 
signifiers.  
 
Podoroga (2003, 347) purports that the feedback between the object and the audience creates 
context and brings the past into the present (as was seen in cycle one with the concept of the 
performed ghost). This interrelation between the person and the object in the monadic environment 
creates an internal world that focuses on the past and, as a reaction, evokes memories and emotions. 
In a dinner with gravity, the internal world was not the focus for the participants, as there were other 
people in the room muddying feedback between participant and object and thus distracting from the 
internal world. a dinner with gravity, therefore, was monadic in the physical construction of the space, 
as there were no doors and windows to the outside world. However, in a metaphysical sense, as 
described by Podoroga, the additional participants in space meant they were focused on each other 
rather than the objects in the space. As a result, the participants did not engage in the feedback loop 
with the object and, therefore, the experience was positioned in the present rather than drawing on 
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the past. This finding reveals that the monad is concerned with both the physical construction of the 
space and the curated experience of the participant. In regards to a dinner with gravity this meant that 
although the participants, enjoyed the experience, and the spatial design followed the key elements of 
a physical monad, the monadism failed due to the lack of singularity in the experience of the 
participant because of their proximity to others in the space. Additionally, key principles such as 
timing, lighting and objects were not at the forefront of the experience due to the distractions of other 
participants in the space.  
 
The commercial context of a dinner with gravity, presented as part of the La Boite Indie Season, also 
impacted on the monadic element of the experience. Rather than placing the participant’s experience 
at the forefront, as an artist I had to negotiate the politics of creating what was intended to feel like an 
individual event, but within a commercial context where there were financial and programming 
pressures that were not existent in Re(collection). This compromised the monadic nature of the work 
in two ways. Firstly, the audience was aware that they were buying into an experience that was 
occurring continually over a two-week season, lessoning the participants’ emotional engagement with 
the work, as they knew that they were one of many having essentially the same experience. 
Secondly, to meet programming demands two dinners were scheduled each evening, running for 60 
minutes each with a very quick turnaround in between. This caused the engagement with the 
participants to be less accepting of their timing, with little adaption of the performance to suit their 
needs, in contrast to Re(collection), where the lighting state would not change until the participant had 
finished the letter. Instead, there was a very palpable sense of needing to finalise the first dinner so 
that preparation could start for the second. As an artist trying to create a feeling of emotional 
engagement and praesence within the space, this ran counter to the type of experience I was trying 
to achieve and undoubtedly affected the monadism of the event.  
 
If we combine the two prominent ideas of the monad, as defined earlier, with Kaprow’s definition of 
the environment as “an art form that fills an entire room (or outdoor space) surrounding the visitor and 
consisting of any material whatsoever, including lights, sounds and colour” (in Henri 1974, 4) we start 
to arrive at a potentially new concept: the monadic environment, an environment that is removed from 
the outside world and internally exists as a combination of lights, sounds, colours and so forth. This 
manipulation of the environmental elements, when combined with the experiential constructs of the 
singular participant, the removed world, the object as conduit for remembering and the mental world, 
begin to define the territory of my practice.  
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Therefore the final practice, Dulcet, returned to a singular experience, but with a focus on objects, 
walls and doors to experiment with a more structured environment. Whereas Re(collection) was 
divided almost fully by lights, Dulcet was constructed of primarily solid structures to investigate the 
effect of solid rooms on audiences to examine the relationship between person, object and 
environment. 
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6.0 Final Creative Practice Dulcet 
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You awake to find yourself in a room, strange and familiar all at once. The chair reminds you of a 
memory you once had, or was it a dream? You walk closer to find that a small tag hangs from the 
chair, inviting you to take a seat. Once seated you gaze around. The room is black and non-descript 
but the light from the standing lamp draws your attention back to your immediate surrounds. There 
are no windows to tell you where you are, or what time it is. You decide that you will drink the cup of 
tea that sits warm and inviting on the small table beside your chair. You wait, sipping the tea, unsure 
of what to do next, listening to the music that lulls you gently. Noticing something at the bottom of the 
cup, you take another sip of your tea, “look under the chair”. You reach down to feel paper and string 
wrapped around a box. Unwrapping the crisp brown paper you find keys with the tag, “You’ll need 
these”. You look around, wondering whether you are meant to wait or move towards the door at the 
other side of the room. You take the keys in hand, reassured by their weight and the cool temperature 
of the metal. You move towards the door, puzzling at the collection of keys. One after another you try 
them in the lock. Finally you hear the satisfying click, open the door and step into the dark corridor.  
Dulcet was the product of the final creative practice cycle and reflected a return to the form present in 
creative practice cycle one, Re(collection), where a singular audience experience is controlled by 
lighting and clues in an environment primarily constructed of cues and activities. The findings from 
creative practice cycle two revealed that the participant experience was deeper, and displayed 
stronger emotional engagement when they undertook the experience of the work on their own. To 
contextualise the final cycle of practice, this chapter outlines the making of Dulcet, drawing on the 
theoretical underpinnings of the research to date to rationalise and explain the creative decisions.  
The final practice occurred between the 6
th
–8
th
 December 2013 in The Block, a large exhibition space 
situated at the Creative Industries Precinct at Queensland University of Technology. The Block was 
chosen as an ideal venue due to its flexibility, an adjustable rig to light selective spaces and it being 
large enough to allow doors, walls, ceilings and a tree to be installed in the space.  
Dulcet was a redevelopment of Re(collection), employing many of the tasks and activities from the 
original work in a scaled up and heightened presentation. Drawing on the findings from the 
preliminary creative practice cycles, Dulcet was a distillation of the eight working principles identified 
in creative practice cycle one. The final cycle sought to examine more closely the burgeoning concept 
of the monad in the gathering of the audience data, and focused on the third sub-question of the 
study, namely; 
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How can space and form be manipulated to engage the solo participant in an emotional state that 
provokes memory recall? 
It was evident after the first two creative practice cycles that a clear conceptual framework was 
required to propel the study forward. The conceptual framework provided a lens through which to 
examine the territory I was working in, while critiquing and examining my practice more closely. This 
enabled the work to develop deeper theoretical underpinnings and assisted in the development of key 
vocabulary. The work of Ilya Kabakov, Gaston Bachelard and the notion of the monad that was 
introduced to the study after a dinner with gravity informed the development of Dulcet, not only in the 
physical construction of the piece but also in the creative development phases of the work.  
The writings of Bachelard and Kabakov influenced the physical layout and construction of the final 
work. The elements of Kabakov’s Total Installation granted me a vocabulary for many of the concepts 
I was playing with instinctually in cycles one and two, namely: 
 
Walls 
Floors 
Ceiling 
Venue 
Entry & Exit 
The object 
Time 
 
Typology of the installation 
Lights 
Colour 
Borders 
Music 
Atmosphere 
The audience experience 
In constructing Dulcet there was a deliberate focus on the borders and the construction of walls, 
floors and ceilings to create a space more akin to notions of the home, as discussed in Bachelard’s 
The Poetics of Space (1934). His writings on the topology of the house as a means for evoking 
memory influenced a layout with more doors and walls and borders between spaces. Of interest was 
whether the responses of the participants would be as strong as it was to the more open space of 
Re(collection), which was primarily divided using lights.  
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It was the intention that, despite the causal doors and corridors, the participant would become 
disorientated in the work and lose a sense of space and time. To further enhance this sensation, the 
layout of the rooms looped back to the initial starting space, and the participant exited through the 
same door that they entered. This can be seen in the floor plan below. 
 
 
Image eight. Rough design sketch of Dulcet floor plan (2013). 
Throughout the construction of Dulcet there was a conscious decision to try and involve the types of 
containers Bachelard discusses, particularly in terms of drawers, boxes and cupboards that he 
proposes hold memories and secrets. These were placed throughout the work with the intent to 
discover their effectiveness. As in prior iterations, lights were used to guide the participant through the 
space, along with clues and instructions. The intention of Dulcet was to form a more concrete 
understanding of the effects of the eight working principles that I had devised, in addition to gathering 
more data to inform the developing notion of the monadic environment.  
As a result of the highly constructed space, which was a departure from my primary use of light to 
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guide the participant, the development of the work altered my practice. As an artist who is concerned 
with the feeling of the space and the creation of the environment, it is essential that I get time to 
experiment in the space. In prior works I always ensured that I had a long install period in the space 
to allow for problem solving of creative issues that work on paper but in the lived environment do not 
feel right. This could come down to proximity, light, space, movement or objects that do not fit or feel 
correct. This part of my process, concerned with the physical, embodied aesthetic understanding of 
the space, was validated by my readings on Shusterman’s theory of somaesthetics and the lived 
appreciation of a space.  
Dulcet underwent two creative developments prior to its final showing, in order to experiment with the 
layout as much as possible before moving into the space. The first development focused on a 
miniature mark-up of the space that could be physically stepped through, and the second 
development occurred in The Block in July.  
 
Image nine. Creative Development – experimenting with the space layout 
 The Studio, QUT. 
This enabled a better understanding of what the space would feel like for a participant traveling 
through the rooms. Unfortunately, though, as I emerged out of this creative development I was still at 
a loss to understand what the entire space would feel like for the participant. The second creative 
development occurred in the venue itself, and took place over five days. Taking the potential layout 
devised in the first creative development, I divided the layout into four quadrants – the start, the letter 
writing area, the corridor and the tree room – and started to build these to get a better feel for the 
layout. The whole space could still not be constructed as I lacked the amount of flats needed to build 
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the entire layout. This development enabled me to discover that some of the solutions I had come up 
with in the prior development would not work in the space, such as the room that I had planned to use 
on the far end of The Block. This would be the only pre-constructed room which, I discovered, once I 
was physically inside, would not work as the sound quality and feeling of the room due to the ceiling 
and walls made the space feel at odds with the rest of the work.  
The spaces within the work were created to place the participant in a poetic yet familiar place. 
Utilising Bachelard’s ideas concerning domestic objects and spaces as a means for encouraging 
daydreaming and memory recall, Dulcet consisted of a series of rooms and corridors that were 
reminiscent of a house, without clearly depicting a specific place. The main rooms were the tea room, 
the writing room, the tree room and the Hills Hoist
5
. The corridors existed as places for movement, 
reflection and transition between these key spaces. The tea room was constructed to create a familiar 
and comfortable space for the domestic and homely action of drinking a cup of tea. The intention was 
to allow the participant to relax into the space and be lulled into the atmosphere by the music and 
lighting. The writing room was included because it was discovered in Re(collection) that this act of 
writing was a strong cue for emotional engagement and memory recall. A finding from the first 
creative practice cycle also revealed that participants were unsure of what to do with a letter once 
they had written it. This led to the creation of the tree room – a room in which to leave the letter. This 
room was intentionally poetic and tactile and included a tree and soil growing out of a cabinet with 
books littering the space. These objects were deliberately homely, and drew on ideas of burying, 
preserving, growth and decay. Many participants’ memories were concerned with passed relatives 
and this gave them an opportunity to either put that memory to rest in the soil, with the suggestion 
through the tree that their stories would provide food for growth, or to archive their story within the 
pages of a book. The Hills Hoist was a direct link to many Australian houses and sought to further 
reinforce the notions of home and memories of childhood.  
During the final construction of Dulcet there remained a level of negotiation with the space and the 
layout of the rooms. Several artistic decisions that had been made prior to the final build had to be 
changed once the construction of the total space begun. It was only once the walls, doors, objects 
and furniture were in the space and the total environment was constructed that a final assessment on 
the sensory ‘feel’ of the space could be made. One such example was a swing in the tree room that 
was removed as it made the space feel crowded and unbalanced. However, as will be discussed in 
the following chapter, participants felt unsure of what to do in the space and wanted to stay longer, 
                                                        
5 The Hills Hoist is an iconic Australian clothesline that is present in a vast majority of Australian backyards. 
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but there was no opportunity to sit and reflect. Artistic decisions such as the removal of the swing 
revealed that there is a high level of instinct when creating immersive environments. Even once the 
swing was removed I remained unsure about the construction of that space, and that uncertainty of 
the intended journey for the participant, through the tree room, was reflected in the participant 
experience.  
In the making of Dulcet there was a conscious decision to introduce a higher level of ambiguity in 
terms of clues and instructions. Re(collection) was a work that existed in open space with only lighting 
to demarcate the stations. Due to Dulcet’s largely physical construction of space with walls, doors and 
ceilings that help to guide the participant I decided to remove the number of clues and to make the 
instructions more ambiguous in nature. This decision was made to test how the participants would 
react to increased ambiguity in a highly constructed environment. Of interest was whether they would 
find it mysterious and therefore be more engaged, or would the ambiguity confuse them.  
The furniture, fittings and doors in the space were selected to create a sense of home, as Bachelard 
discusses in The Poetics of Space (1964), with the intention to test whether a more constructed 
environment would increase the level of engagement, immersion and the notion of the monad as a 
space removed from the outside world. The furniture, doors, objects and fittings in the space were 
intentionally mismatched and eclectic to ensure that the participant did not read the space as a 
representation of an a-specific house or place. The decision to provide a selection of objects, doors 
and fittings was driven by the desire to offer the participant a range of possible cues for memory 
recall.  
The objects and material in the space were intentionally old and tactile to further reinforce the notion 
of the monad. This holds a direct correlation with the writings of Podoroga on the object as a conduit 
for time and remembering. The technology in the space, such as the typewriter, the pens and the 
cassette recorder, were chosen because of the tactile nature of analogue technology and as devices 
to recall a time past. As I discovered when making Re(collection), audience members found that the 
tactile form of the work increased their engagement. These analogue objects further reinforced the 
idea of the monad as they are not connected with the outside world and rely totally on the participant 
to function. The cassette recorder was chosen because the tape, like memory, warps and degrades 
over time.  
The cassette recorder was a link between each participant and was an experiment in pushing my 
understanding of the monad. I was interested to discover whether the inclusion of a different voice 
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and a different reading of the work in the space would rupture the participants’ immersion, or create a 
deeper engagement with the content. Each memory would only exist once and was only listened to 
by the subsequent audience member, further reinforcing the monadic element of the work, as each 
participant would hear a different memory and, therefore, have a completely difference experience in 
the Hills Hoist area.  
Drawing on the writings of both Kabakov and Bachelard, the lighting in Dulcet was more complex 
than in previous iterations of the creative practice. Drawing on Kabakov’s theories of direct and 
indirect lighting, combined with Bachelard’s writing’s on the home as a vessel for memory, the lighting 
utilised lamps, wall sconces, torches and low hanging bulbs as sources of direct light, with theatrical 
lighting used as indirect sources of light.  
The following chapter analyses the data that was collected from post-show interviews with the 
participants and provides findings that have emerged from the first two creative practice cycles. 
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7.0 The Practice Theory Nexus – key 
insights arising from the study 
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The preparatory cycles of practice were focused on discovering a form that enabled an experiential 
and immersive experience. As a result of these experiments in form, a collection of eight working 
principles emerged alongside a unique vocabulary for describing the audience experience. This 
chapter analyses the data that emerged from the final cycle of practice and examines it through the 
lens of the conceptual framework discussed in Chapter Four, with reference to the theoretical 
underpinnings discussed in the contextual review. The majority of data was collected immediately 
post-show in the form of semi-structured interviews, with the exception of two follow-up interviews 
that occurred two weeks later to examine the ongoing effect of Dulcet. This chapter analyses the data 
and explicates the central ideas of the study that have developed across the three cycles of practice, 
namely: the eight working principles as guidelines for creating an immersive experience, the notion of 
the performed ghost, and the key theories that form the conceptual framework – The Poetics of 
Space (1964), Kabakov’s Total Installation and the monad.  
 
The findings from this data analysis reiterated many ideas that were discovered as a result of the first 
two cycles of practice. In this analysis, the eight working principles were proven to be highly effective 
in creating an immersive and engaging experience for the audience. As these principles have been 
discussed in depth in the prior preparatory cycles, this data analysis will focus on the principles as 
they relate to the key notions of the space-as-memory, the creation of an installed environment and 
the monadic environment. These key notions provide the basis for the findings of the study, which will 
be discussed in the following chapter.  
 
7.1 The environment  
 
 
As discussed in the contextual review and conceptual framework, an environment is “an art form that 
fills an entire room (or outdoor space) surrounding the visitor and consisting of any material 
whatsoever, including lights, sound and colour” (Kaprow in Henri 1974, 4). Out of the first cycle of 
practice, eight working principles emerged as a possible guide for creating an environment that 
immersed the participant within the space. Three of the eight working principles were concerned with 
the physical creation of the environment: the role of lighting, the tactile and interactive form and music 
as a device to create mood. Dulcet built on the eight working principles, incorporating a higher level of 
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artistic intent and manipulation of elements with the intent of creating a stronger immersion for the 
participant.  
 
The environmental factors in Dulcet included: lighting, the interactive, tactile and sensory nature of 
the form, the objects in the space, the music, the clues and instructions provided to help guide the 
audience, the physical construction of the walls, doors, floors and ceilings. The effect of the 
environment is hard to identify as a separate idea, as it is the combination of all of these elements 
that affect the participant, therefore the notion of the environment and its effect on the participant is 
threaded throughout the analysis of the key findings that emerged from this cycle of practice. The 
effect of the environment can be ascertained through the participants’ descriptions of the atmosphere 
and feel of the space, which were described as safe, warm, curious, comforting and familiar. Many 
participants also cited the music and the lighting as the reason for this, as one participant described - 
the music was instrumental in creating the soft and calm atmosphere, and a sense of timelessness. 
This can be seen in the following descriptions by the participants: 
 
 “It was such a comforting atmosphere, I found. Even walking through that dark bit, 
that was…almost relaxing” (Participant Twenty-Five 2013, 15-16). 
 “It’s very calm. It’s soft. And you feel safe” (Participant Twenty-Two 2013, 2-3). 
 “I’m quite an auditory sort of person, so it really set the whole tone for me” (Participant 
Twenty-Nine 2013, 2-3). 
 “The lighting and the whole mood of it made you reflective automatically” (Participant 
Twenty-Two 2013, 59-60). 
 “The music helped …the music kind of made it eerie, and made you forget you were 
there…you kind of get submersed in that capsule” (Participant Twenty-Three 2013, 
18-19). 
 
The confined nature of the space was a source of comfort for many participants and helped them to 
feel safe. One participant described the comforting space: “you just feel enclosed and safe and you’re 
in these dark and small environments but they feel comforting” (Participant Twenty-Seven 2013, 2-3). 
The result of the dark and safe environment created what one participant called a “womb-like space” 
(Participant Twenty-Nine 2013, 595) in which the participant felt comfortable and safe to engage, “[the 
environment] kind of lets a lot of your introverted nature out” (Participant Twenty-Seven 2013, 3-5), 
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which suggests that the overall effect of the environment created a place that enabled the participant 
to relax, enabling them to immerse themselves in the experience. For some participants the 
environment did create small anxieties, which I will discuss in further detail later in the chapter, but 
despite being faced by fears and terrors such as claustrophobia and darkness, the space was 
somewhere they “trusted” (Participant Thirty-Three 2013, 20). 
 
The constructed environment of Dulcet had many similarities with Re(collection). The role of darkness 
and light as a guide and the deeply tactile nature of the work remained, but the environment was a 
more constructed space with walls and ceilings that partitioned the rooms. The intent was to test 
Bachelard’s notion that a suggested space is a stronger opportunity for emotional connection than a 
detailed depiction, as seen in the work of Kabakov. Data revealed that the participants identified the 
space as feeling mysterious, but homely and familiar. Of interest was the psychological effect that the 
physical environment had on the participant, unlike Re(collection) in which the participant felt that the 
images appeared out of a void-like space and as a result built on each other, the heavily constructed 
environment in Dulcet caused a large portion of the sample to compartmentalise the experiences in 
each space and to see them as separate experiences of a greater whole. As will be discussed later, 
this meant that the performed ghost was not as strong a theme as in Re(collection), instead, 
potentially due to the house-like layout of the space, they talked more about recalling memories of a 
specific age rather than evoking a specific person into the space. This will be discussed in further 
detail in the monadic environment. 
 
The theories concerning the environment, discussed by Ring-Peterson, Bishop and Kabakov, state 
that the physical environment creates a psychological absorption through the participant’s bodily 
engagement with the space. This was seen throughout the post-show interviews as participants 
talked about lost grandparents, their childhood, parents and old friends. The environment was 
primarily static, remaining essentially the same for each participant, but each person found a different 
attachment to the space, with several commenting that it felt designed specifically for them as it was 
so personal and emotive: 
 
As soon as I got in there and sat down it was really personal, emotional, and I 
think … it sounds like such a trivial thing to say but I liked how you could interact 
with the things that were in the space – it was so personalised. Everything felt like 
it was there for me to see and guide me through … the experience made me feel 
emotional and sad, not in a depressed way but in a reflective way (Participant 
Thirty-Four 2013, 22-27). 
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This reflection identifies the ability for the physical environment to affect emotional engagement, 
creating a space that felt deeply personal and emotionally charged. A strong influence on the 
emotional connection to the space was the presence of domestic objects such as chairs, tables and 
lamps, which hold resonances with the architecture of the home, as described by Bachelard.  
 
7.2 Space-as-memory  
 
 
As discussed in the conceptual framework chapter and the in making of Dulcet, Gaston Bachelard’s 
The Poetics of Space (1964) provided a clear framework for making the final creative practice. The 
three working principles that relate to this notion are the role of objects; the role of childlike wonder, or 
memories of family members; and how these memories subsequently inspired emotion in the 
participant. Of particular interest was deducing the balance in the level of detail needed in the space 
to make the home a metaphor for memory and recall and the effect of containers such as drawers, 
boxes and packages.  
 
The data that emerged from Dulcet confirmed Bachelard’s position concerning containers, drawers 
and boxes as places of memory. Several participants commented on the excitement or mystery they 
felt when opening drawers, packages or boxes within the piece. This excitement drew a clear 
connection to a younger time in their life. Participant Twenty-Four elaborates: 
 
The way I interacted with the space made me think about situations when there’s 
surprise or mystery in your own life, particularly with opening little packages and stuff 
like that, and thinking about birthdays and hiding things, making me think about in 
childhood, when you hide things from brothers and sisters, when you have that sense 
of play in your own life (Participant Twenty-Four 2013, 73-78). 
 
This sense of excitement and wonder, when coupled with the tactile and exploratory nature of the 
work assisted participants to engage and immerse themselves more completely in the work. A strong 
theme throughout the data was the safe nature of the space and feelings of fear in the dark, but it was 
essentially a warm and comforting place. The mystery and play created by the objects further 
reinforced a childlike sensibility to the way that the participant engaged with the environment, as one 
participant said, “there’s definitely this feeling like … that childhood feeling of going on adventures like 
climbing into a crawl space or something in your house and having your own little magical adventures 
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even through you’re just up there in the dust and things” (Participant Twenty-Seven 2013, 48-50). 
This reveals that the objects and space created a childlike engagement with the environment, which 
was mirrored in other reflections that talked about their enjoyment of being in the present moment 
that is typical of children. This engagement was aided by the tactile nature of the space, with 
participants commenting on the fun of walking on crunchy leaves and feeling dirt on their feet: 
“walking on the leaves … particularly because you are barefoot as well, because mostly as an adult 
you don’t walk through any space being barefoot … I felt like a kid again because it was dark and I 
felt very small” (Participant Twenty-Two 2013, 35-39).  
 
The object, Podoroga proposes, carries time with it and allows the past to invade the present. This 
proved true in Dulcet as participants became internally focused due to the objects and tasks that were 
present. Activities such as drinking tea, “as soon as I started thinking about childhood [in the chair 
with the tea]… then that’s where I was for the rest of the whole thing” (Participant Twenty-Five 2013, 
125-127), writing a letter on the typewriter, walking through doors, smelling scents, touching dirt and 
sitting within a cubby of sheets all evoked memories and engaged emotions due to the material 
memory that is placed in those objects and rituals. The presence of these objects enabled the 
participant to access past memories and emotions and, as a result, form a personal and individual 
relationship with the space.  
 
 7.2.1 The home as metaphor for memory and recall. 
 
Bachelard focuses heavily on the potential for the architecture of the house to evoke memory, as it is 
the first universe that a child knows. This notion resonated deeply with the data from Dulcet. Themes 
of family, home, childhood and lost family members were a dominant theme throughout the 
interviews, and many participants noted that the familiarity of the space seduced them into feeling 
comfortable and trusting of the experience: “It’s really easy to sort of become part of it … I think just 
having everything so familiar. I mean, you walk through hallways all your life, and you open doors …” 
(Participant Twenty-Five 2013, 66-67). 
 
My intention in creating Dulcet was to interrogate Kabakov’s and Podoroga’s notions of the physical 
space as a means for accessing internal reflection. The physical space of Dulcet evoked memories 
and feelings of participants’ childhood and family members. Participants talked widely about loved 
ones or being placed in a childhood setting. This was intentional, as the objects in the space were 
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primarily domestic – desks, cupboards, doors, books, sheets and armchairs. In the making of 
Re(collection) I had discovered that these objects evoked family memories, which was then 
reinforced in the conceptual framework, specifically Bachelard’s writings of spatial theory. I utilised 
these objects again and created a stronger emphasis on memories of family and childhood through 
creating a house-like context with walls, doors and corridors.  
  
This emotional engagement primed the participant to engage with the space and the objects in a very 
particular way, as one participant discusses: 
 
I’d written this letter, a letter to a friend, my closest, best friend when I was a 
young girl, and when I was writing the letter I realised that I was … missing that 
piece of life, where you’re just sought of young, and you’re just enjoying the 
moment … and when I walked into the tree room … I hid the letter … put that in 
the dirt and covered it up … that was like … symbolic letting go and I turn around, 
and look at the title of the books next to me, one of them was something like Look 
After Your Daughters … It really resonated with me because I, we, were young 
girls at the time (Participant Thirty-Two 2013, 129-134). 
 
This emotional and psychological engagement with the space was consistent across the data set, 
with some participants forming a very metaphoric reading of the space that was perceived by their 
emotional engagement with the environment. A reoccurring example of this was the string in the dark. 
As one participant describes, following the string after writing the letter to someone you miss was 
highly metaphoric: 
 
Holding onto the string and all the lights going out and moving forward along the 
string in the dark, there’s something, it’s not a specific metaphor, or it didn’t kind 
of mean anything specific in my head, but the feeling of it was of moving forward, 
like … it kind of channeled the idea of missing someone. It made me feel like I’d 
left something behind or like I was moving into something unknown or dark. 
There was something not coherently poetic about how that moment felt 
(Participant Sixteen 2013, 129-134). 
 
This data reveals that the physical space successfully engaged the pure interiority as described by 
Podoroga. The space created the opportunity for strong internal reflection that enabled the participant 
to become immersed in a bodily and corporeal manner. This is evident in the reflection above, as the 
participant struggles to articulate the exact nature of the experience, but instead can only hint at the 
poetry they felt in that moment. The internal reflection that typified the encounters in Dulcet was 
heightened by the solo nature of the experience and the monadic space that was isolated from the 
influence of the outside world.  
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7.3 The monadic environment 
 
Earlier in the exegesis I sought to define the idea of the monad in the context of my own practice and 
the oeuvre of Kabakov. The potential term I arrived at was that of the monadic environment. I 
suggested that a monadic environment could be defined as a work that is a singular experience in 
which the participant is completely shut off from the outside world. The work’s effect is in the 
indivisible nature of the environment – it is the meeting of the lights, the music, the objects and the 
smell at that particular moment that engages with the participant. Once inside, the participant has a 
completely individual experience, drawing on their memories and emotions to engage with the work. 
The idea of the monadic environment related directly to the working principle concerned with creating 
the feeling of space that was separate from the outside world. 
 
The interview questions tried to idenitfy the exact techniques that immersed, or emotionally engaged, 
the participant and although there were commonalities such as the smell cabinet, the letter writing 
and the string in the dark, the majority of the data revealed that it was in fact the combination of all the 
elements of the space and the experience, as one participant said, “For me, my experience, then, 
wasn’t this particular thing that affected me more than another. It was a combination of things that 
moved me” (Participant Thirty 2013, 8-9). The data revealed that the relationship with the objects and 
the effect of the environment was heightened by the fact that the participant was alone in the journey: 
“I think if you went on a journey with someone else it would seem a lot more objective because you 
would be relating everything with them … I think there was something about being alone” (Participant 
Sixteen 2013, 118-120), “I would have probably reacted in a completely different way if I was with 
people … if I wasn’t by myself I probably would have been a lot more shut off” (Participant Twenty-Six 
2013, 18-19). This data confirms the findings from the second creative practice in which it became 
apparent that a participant was more likely to engage with the space and evoke internal reflection if 
they were solitary. This finding is captured in the following comment: 
 
It might have just been my engagement with it, but from what, from the memories I 
heard in there, it sounds like … it may have been common to other people who’ve 
done it. It’s that it’s such a personal experience, and it’s so, it’s about, you know, lots 
of very personal, intimate things that come up. So the fact that you’re by yourself 
allows that to happen. I think … I might not have been as willing to go as intimate with 
my own thoughts and my own memories, than if there had been other people around 
(Participant Thirty 2013, 21-26). 
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This, in addition with notions of space-as-memory create a highly charged emotive and personal 
space where the participant is focused on an internal geography as a result of the physical space: 
“you’re just there by yourself and you’re kind of having these internal dialogues” (Participant Twenty-
Seven 2013, 26-27). The monadic environment can therefore be defined as the combination of 
elements to create an environment that immerses the participant in a reflective state of personal 
reverie. Although the space was constructed to remain a predominantly singular experience, there 
were opportunities for the participant to leave a residue of their memories in the space, making the 
environment a single unrepeatable experience that each participant moved through. This was a 
conscious decision to further reinforce the notion of the monadic environment within the space, as the 
monad is singular and indivisible in nature and therefore unable to be replicated.  
 
Participants found letters in the tree room from past participants and heard a voice on the cassette 
recorder. Although all of the participants stated that being alone enabled them to engage with the 
space, there was a strong satisfaction and validation of their experience when they heard another 
person’s memory in the Hills Hoist and had the opportunity to leave their memory for the next person.  
 
7.4 Openness and ambiguity 
 
An interesting finding that has emerged from the data is the importance of ambiguity in engaging the 
participant in a monadic environment. There is a level of ambiguity that is constructive and enables 
the participant to immerse him or herself in the space and promote the elucidation of meaning 
through free association that both Kabakov and Bishop discuss in the contextual framework chapter. 
Bachelard also talks extensively on the need for daydreaming and imagination in order to engage the 
subconscious. In Dulcet I identified two types of ambiguity that can affect the participant; one being 
the ambiguity of form and the other the ambiguity of instruction. 
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7.4.1 Ambiguity of form 
 
The ambiguity of the form is concerned with the singular participant experience and the degree of 
agency and choice that they must make to navigate through the space. The ambiguity of form can 
also refer to the objects in the space and the construction of the environment. For example, as 
discussed in the conceptual framework, Kabakov fills his Total Installations with objects to create a 
clear representation of a Soviet lounge room, whereas my practice is more closely aligned to 
Bachelard’s ideals of the artist’s brush leaving an impression of a room. It is in that openness and 
ambiguity of space that the participant can find a more personal connection, as there is a lack of 
information, and in that ambiguity they begin to fill the space with their own associations. The 
presence of ambiguity and openness in the form allows space for the participant to draw their own 
meaning and recall memory and emotion. As articulated by a participant of Dulcet: 
 
Moments where I felt alone, or left to my own devices, there was something 
about … space to think … you’re just kind of holding the string or walking through 
a dark corridor and standing on leaves, because it’s just open space where 
there’s a moment of you just moving forward and taking things in. Something 
about that. It’s not emptiness, but there’s space. There’s space there to kind of fill 
the gaps or to kind of think “when have I felt like this before? (Participant Sixteen 
2013, 87-95).  
 
This reveals that a degree of ambiguity can be constructive and leave space for interpretation.  
 
7.4.2 Ambiguity of instruction 
 
As the participant was alone in the monadic environment, instructions and clues were built into the 
space to help move and guide them through the experience. The data analysis for Re(collection) 
revealed that activities such as the writing a letter to someone you miss proved to be an effective way 
to invoke memories, as it is an open and ambiguous instruction. However, the ambiguity became 
detrimental to the experience when it was confusing and caused the participant to break from their 
emotional immersion and become concerned with the mechanics of the space. One participant talked 
about their need for more clear instructions concerning the flow of the experience and what was 
expected of them: “Do I take all these things I find with me on the journey or do I just take the new 
thing that’s offered?” (Participant Sixteen 2013, 88-89) and noted that at times this effected their 
engagement as they became focused on the ‘right’ thing to do rather than having clear cues to move 
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them through the space and allow the ambiguity of the form, or clear ambiguous cues such as “write 
a letter to someone you miss”, to be the main focus.  
 
Participants commented on a slight confusion in their role in the tree room, with many commenting 
that they wanted to stay there longer but there was no real invitation to do so. As you will recall 
earlier, a swing was removed from the tree room as it felt crowded and unbalanced. However, as a 
result, there was an ambiguity to the space and the participants instinctually noticed this ambiguity 
and it played into their slight anxieties of what their ‘correct’ actions should be in the space. 
 
For some participants ambiguity and the element of the unknown caused a fear response. Of interest 
was a follow up interview with a participant who is a psychologist in which they revealed that fear 
enables a stronger engagement due to the risk involved. This could suggest why so many 
participants remarked on the experience of walking down the dark corridor holding onto the piece of 
string, a place of slight fear and anxiety for most participants as the dark is completely unknown.  
 
This ambiguity and fear in the space can be attributed by to Freud’s notion of the uncanny, or Das 
Unheimlich – the unhomely. Freud suggested that the uncanny is “nothing new or alien, but 
something which is familiar and old – established in the mind and which has become alienated from it 
through the process of repression” (1919). The creation of the homely space in the framework of the 
installation is simultaneously homely and unhomely. The homely, or familiar, is made strange and 
creates a sense of discomfort for some participants. The individual journey in a dark space magnifies 
the uncanny as there is the evocation of the fear mentioned earlier, concerning Jung and the fear of 
the cellar, a childhood fear of dark that is patterned in to the participant. This is supported by Freud’s 
writings on the uncanny: “concerning the factors of silence, solitude and darkness, we can only say 
that they are actually elements in the production of the infantile anxiety from which the majority of 
human beings have never become free” (1919). In an immersive experience, in wh ich the sensory 
and embodied engagement is prioritised, these latent fears can unexpectedly resurface for 
participants.  
 
However, the challenge is balancing this fear in a safe and comfortable environment. Machon 
discusses this challenge in Immersive Theatres, proposing that needs to be “some kind of ‘contract’ 
or ‘caretaking’” (2013, 41). This was achieved through the mood of the environment but also through 
the use of a guide and face to the empty space. The guide greeted the participant when they first 
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entered the space, giving them instructions on how to navigate through the space and permission to 
break from the experience if they did not feel safe.  
 
7.5 The performed ghost 
 
The presence of the performed ghost was stronger in Re(collection) than in Dulcet, and data reveals 
that this could be due to the highly constructed nature of the physical space. The heavily partitioned 
space caused the participant to segment the experience into rooms and corridors, unlike 
Re(collection) in which images and stations moved fluidly through the use of lights. The influence of 
The Poetics of Space (1964) and the homelike architecture of the environment caused participants to 
recall past experiences and childhood, but the evocation of the performed ghost was not as clear a 
through-line as it was in Re(collection). What was present, however, was a stronger overall 
engagement with a specific time in the participant’s life, such as childhood, which presented as a 
strong theme. As one participant described, it was like having two versions of yourself present in the 
space; her as a child of four, six and seven and then her adult self, and the experience would move 
between the two identities of the adult self and the younger child. This was a reoccurring theme 
throughout the data analysis and could still be classified as the performed ghost, as the participant 
was experiencing a twice performed phenomena, but it was more focused on their internal 
engagement with the space as both an older and younger self, rather than themselves and the 
memory of another. For the participants who did evoke another being into the space, this was, like 
Re(collection), a result of the letter writing activity.  
 
7.6 Immersion and the search for honesty 
 
Throughout the reflections, audiences began to use a particular vocabulary to articulate their 
experience. In the absence of other participant members, the nature of the immersion in the space 
became an internal engagement. As a result of this internal gaze, and potentially due to the memories 
of the people it evoked, the participant became fixated on notions of honesty and genuine experience. 
This was especially present in writing a letter to someone they missed, smelling the drawers and 
writing their memories, and the recording of a memory in the Hills Hoist. Participants described the 
desire to give honest responses to the provocations: “I wanted it to be genuine and to be something 
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that was meaningful” (Participant Thirty-Four 2013 37-38). This suggests that the nature of the 
immersion that the audience encounters in the monadic environment is a deeper internal 
engagement, as there is a desire for an honest experience. Honesty and respect for other people’s 
stories was also a theme in the data. One participant described their experience of finding another 
person’s letter in the tree room: “I opened it up. I didn’t read it though … I opened it up and I was, like, 
I looked at it, though, and then I put it away. I couldn’t read it” (Participant Twenty-Eight 2013, 85-88). 
This respect for other people’s stories was also a strong theme in the experience of the Hills Hoist, in 
which many participants remarked on the need to record a genuine story, and that they felt 
uncomfortable taping over an honest and genuine story with a non-genuine one of their own.  
 
7.6 The monad and the question of surveillance  
 
 
An interesting anomaly in the data set was a focus on surveillance. This is particularly interesting 
because although it was mentioned in the participant interview data from Re(collection), it was not as 
strong a theme as in the data emerging from Dulcet. Most participants mentioned the feeling of being 
watched and surveilled while in the space. This is quite remarkable as I was physically able to be 
seen in Re(collection), but being watched was only mentioned in a small portion of the audience 
reflections. A participant from Dulcet described this phenomena: 
 
There’s also this kind of sense of … because you are being led through 
the experience, in a way, with lighting and stuff … there’s this sense of, 
“are people watching me?” You know? Sort of being on your own, but are 
you really alone? (Participant Twenty-Four 2013, 19-21).  
 
Further reading into the data has led me to believe this may be in part due to the walls, doors and 
ceilings creating a clearer demarcation between being completely alone in a dark space with a ceiling 
and then being in an open room with theatrical lighting. One participant described the change in the 
sound quality between the spaces: 
 
It still sounds like you are in a big room, because … it’s still 
reverberating. So that, that was interesting, being in a tiny gap in a, you 
know, two bits of glass and a door, and then having this … aural space 
that, that, you know, that’s so much a part of when, you know, when 
you’re in a cubby house or whatever. It’s really dense and dead, and you 
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can’t hear anything else but yourself (Participant Twenty-Five 2013, 86-
90). 
 
This suggests that not only did the architecture of the constructed space influence this feeling of 
being watched, but so also the outside shell of the monad, or the venue in which the environment was 
housed. The vast size of The Block, especially the tall ceiling, created an opportunity for the 
participant to be watched from above. Due to their increased sensory perception in a bodily and 
tactile experience it is possible that it also made them more acutely aware of presences in the space 
due to the phenomenologically charged environment.  
 
7.6 Conclusion 
 
The data from Dulcet confirmed many of the concepts that were present in Kabakov’s and 
Bachelard’s writing, such as the ability for an external geography to prompt internal reflection, the 
capacity for a homely space to recall memories, the essential role of context in the creation of the 
environment and the role of the object. More importantly, though, it allowed the idea of the monadic 
environment to be tested and to discover what it was about the phenomenological experience of 
being in the space that caused the participants to evoke memories and emotions. The physical 
geography of the space enabled the participants to become internally focused and provided a 
tangible platform for immersive engagement. The monad, as a space that is separate and removed 
from the outside world, provided an uninterrupted and safe space for the participants to reflect and 
indulge in their memories. As a result of the physical layout, informed by The Poetics of Space 
(1964), the memories were predominantly concerned with family and childhood. The importance of 
ambiguity emerged as a new consideration in the construction of a monadic environment, as it 
enabled the participant to engage with the space in an emotional and bodily relationship. 
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8.0 Findings 
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The iterative research conducted throughout this study has enabled a vocabulary to emerge that 
speaks to the immersive experience in an installed environment. Initially, the study was driven by a 
desire to understand the relationship between form, feeling and experience, and has developed to not 
only understand this relationship but to add to the discourse surrounding art practices that are 
concerned with the immersive participant experience. Throughout the iterative cycles of practice, the 
research was driven by the key research question  
What conceptual structures are required in solo participatory creative works that evoke memory in 
constructed environments? 
 
Through both practice and theory, the research interrogated ideas of form, notions of feeling and 
experience, and sought to arrive at a conceptual framework through which to both view and construct 
experiences for the participant. Out of the initial cycle of practice, there emerged a potential eight 
working principles that could be used as a guide to construct such an experience. As the research 
evolved, these working principles became part of a deeper interrogation into the understanding of 
environments; the methods that can be employed to engage the participant in an experience; the 
effect of the singular audient; and the physical space as a means for evoking internal reflection, which 
in turn engages the participant emotionally and consequently induces memory recall. The research 
revealed that this area of inquiry is difficult to capture and articulate as it is posited in the bodily, lived 
experience and therefore resists the reductive nature of words. As Shusterman proposes, the 
aesthetic experience should be viewed through the lens of “the living, sentient, purposive body” 
(2012, 3). Therefore, these findings should be read in hand with the Artist Book and the participant 
reflections in the interview transcriptions because it is in the lived, participatory and ephemeral 
experience that the data and findings are most successfully communicated. The following three 
operational principles are a distillation of the study and attempt to articulate the major findings in a 
written framework for understanding and articulating practices that are concerned with participatory 
environments and emotional engagement.  
 
The eight work principles that emerged out of the first creative practice cycle have been reduced to 
three key operational principles, namely: the audient experience, the monadic environment and the 
role of ambiguity. The intention of this study was to create a new vocabulary with which to articulate 
this kind of participatory work, and this is achieved by distilling the ideas into three clear findings. 
Within these findings, and during the course of the research, it became apparent that my theatrical 
training influenced my approach for creating the participatory environments. This is evident in the 
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design of the spaces, which rely on theatrical technology, and also in the focus on mood, temporality 
and pace in the audient experience. Similar to Kabakov, I worked as an auteur in the process of 
creation. However, I did not leave the audient to experience the work at their own pace, instead I 
created a responsive environment that was controlled by my sense of time and the audients needs, 
such as the finishing of a letter, the reading of a clue or the ringing of a bell.   
 
8.1 The audient experience 
 
 
In order to create an immersive environment for an audience, an artist needs to approach the design 
in a holistic manner and, at times by using instinct to guide their decisions as the phenomenological is 
the intangible and is often understood through the body rather than the mind. The factors of the 
environment include, but are not limited to; lighting, sound, the senses, the objects in the room, the 
clues and instructions and the construction of the audient experience while in this space. The 
environment can only be completely utilised if the audience experience is carefully orchestrated. 
Providing instructions and clues to guide the participant allows them to immerse themselves in the 
world and they can be used to provide opportunities for engagement and reflection. Tactile and 
sensory-based environments allow the participant to engage in lived and sensory modes, which 
provide a richer and deeper connection with the space. The use of activities and tasks within the 
framework of the experience enables the participant to contribute to the space and to form a personal 
connection with the content. The role of darkness and sound in the environment helps to create an 
atmosphere that informs the way that the participant engages with the space. It is also essential to 
treat the participant’s contribution to the space with a quiet respect, ensuring that the way you greet 
them prior and post the experience enables them to both be inducted into the space and then to 
gently exit.  
The physical environment can provide an opportunity for internal reflection if it is built with the 
capacity for that participant to place their own meaning on the work. This was achieved by ensuring 
that the context and design is not overly prescriptive, as seen in the work of Kabakov, but rather 
provides an impression of a room, or of an idea that the participant can then find their own personal 
attachment to. The three creative practice cycles revealed that the participant had a stronger 
emotional engagement when they felt they understood the requirements of the task and where they 
needed to move in the space. A balance needs to be found between the prescriptive nature of the 
task or instruction and the poetic ambiguity of the experience.  
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The use of objects within the environment is pivotal in engaging the participant emotionally. 
Throughout the study, it was revealed that the object in the context of the environment has the ability 
to bring the past into the present moment, and then to draw out those memories and connotations 
from the participant. Furniture and items that are reminiscent of a house, as seen in Dulcet, evoke 
memories connected with a sense of family. This is further reinforced by engaging the senses both in 
the tactile nature of the environment and the use of smell, an olfactory sense, to evoke childhood 
memories. Through the use of objects, an artist can create potential cues for the audience and 
manipulate notions of time by evoking memory and inducing a state of daydreaming and reflection in 
the participant. This is only possible, however, within the context of the monadic environment.  
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 8.2 The monadic environment  
The monadic environment can be defined through this study as the combination of elements to create 
an environment that immerses the participant in a reflective state of personal reverie. This personal 
reverie and internal reflection is achieved by placing the participant in a space that is removed from 
the outside world, with no doors or windows that reveal the world beyond. Within this singular space, 
the participant is given time to engage with the objects and the atmosphere, and, in the absence of 
other people, they are able to surrender themselves to the double action that is at work in the space, 
“the experiencing of the illusion and simultaneously the introspection of it” (Kabakov 1995, 245). The 
physical construct of the monadic environment acts as a bridge to what Bachelard calls the site where 
the “unconscious is housed” (1964, 10), a place for reflection, solitude and daydreaming. This level of 
engagement is only possible when the participant is left alone in the space, as Podoroga purports – it 
is the feedback between the object and the participant that creates context and brings the past into 
the present. The interrelation between the person and the object in the monadic environment creates 
an internal world, a focus on the past, and as a reaction it evokes their memories and emotions.  
By fusing together these two concepts, the monad moves beyond the field of theology, in which 
Podoroga used it as a lens to examine Kabakov’s oeuvre, and becomes a term that can speak to solo 
participatory works. Combining the monad with the notion of the environment creates a key term and 
new vocabulary to describe artworks, theatre or artists themselves that work in the field of solo, 
participatory, installed environments. No longer is a term purely identified as belonging to theology or 
physics but it can now be claimed as sitting firmly in the discourse surrounding participatory art.  
The monadic environment is the place of the performed ghost. Through careful orchestration of space 
and a curated audience experience, a monadic environment provides the opportunity to evoke a 
remembered other into the space. This physically constructed space provides the environmental 
factors required to access the internal landscape of the audient, through cues, clues, lighting, time, 
space, mood and notions of the home, as seen in Bachelard’s work and the aesthetic of Dulcet. 
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 The monadic environment combines hallmarks of theatre, in terms of temporality, space and mood, 
with foundations of installation art to de-centre the viewer within a constructed experience. This is a 
clear position of difference from Kabakov’s work in which audiences were free to move through the 
space at their own pace and in groups. The key driver of the monadic environment is to create a fine-
tuned, carefully curated responsive experience for the participant that provides an opportunity for 
internal reflection.  
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8.3 The role of ambiguity 
  
To evoke memory and emotion in the monadic environment there needs to be a level of ambiguity in 
the space. As discussed in the findings from the final cycle of practice, this ambiguity is essential in 
creating a degree of uncertainty that places the participant in their body, and, therefore, there is a 
higher chance of immersive engagement with both the space and the content. There are two forms of 
ambiguity, one of form and one of instruction. If the participant does not understand the instruction or 
feels confused about what they should be doing in the space, they stop being immersed in the 
experience and become concerned with the mechanics of the environment and lose connection with 
their internal geography. In order to avoid this, instructions concerning practical and sequential 
engagement with the space should be clear, such as “take a seat”, “drink me”, “take me with you”, 
“hold this and follow the string no matter what”. Lighting can also be used to help guide the participant 
through the space so as to alleviate their confusion of what to do and where to go next. These key 
instructions need to have clarity to guide the audient through the space, giving them the sense that 
there are rules as to how the space works and also imparting a feeling of trust in the absent other 
who is directing them through the experience. The audience should not be guided so heavily that they 
lose their autonomy, as some commented in Re(collection), but it does require sufficient scaffolding to 
ensure that they know what is required of them at each moment. The challenge is finding the right 
balance between constructive and destructive ambiguity  
 
Constructive ambiguity is an essential element of the monadic environment as it allows the participant 
the mental space to make their own decisions and to form their own personal connection with the 
space, as seen in the findings of the performed ghost. The evocation of memory and the subsequent 
emotional engagement was a result of constructive ambiguity in activities such as “write a letter to 
someone you miss”. This open form question acts as a prompt for the participant to summon their 
unconscious into the space, in a similar fashion to the smells in the cabinet. This type of ambiguity 
allows the audience to access their episodic and, therefore, more emotional memories. Open 
questions and prompts such as these act like a Rorschach test, allowing unexpected memories to 
surface and to evoke the performed ghost.  
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Ambiguity in the visual design of the space can also assist in evoking memories and emotions. A less 
descriptive and more ambiguous space, such as Bachelard describes in The Poetics of Space 
(1964), assists in creating a personal and emotional engagement, as it allows for the participant to 
find their own connection: “these virtues of shelter are so simple, so deeply rooted in our unconscious 
that they may be recaptured through mere mention, rather than through minute description. Here the 
nuance bespeaks the colour. A poet’s word, because it strokes true, moves the very depths of our 
being” (1964, 12). In ambiguity there is potential for poetry and metaphor, and it is in that realm that 
the corporeal and embodied experience resides.  
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9.0 Conclusion 
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This research has evolved significantly throughout my candidature, beginning as a broad 
investigation of memory in theatre, it has grown to examine the relationship between form, feeling and 
experience in installed environments. The creation of a framework and language, such as the 
monadic environment, through which to view my practice has been instrumental in pushing my 
creative practice and research further. As an academic, I now have a vocabulary through which to 
describe my practice, which sits at the nexus between theatre and visual art. This is empowering, as 
it has always been a challenge to articulate what it is that I create, and as stated in the introduction, 
these terms are now finding currency with other artists and scholars. The recent discovery of the term 
monadic environment’ has further assisted in creating a lens through which to examine art works that 
focus on the participant in an installed space.  
This research has occurred at an interesting point in my career. As a younger and emerging artist, the 
project has pushed my arts career to develop through an academic understanding of my work. This 
self-reflexivity has provided a rigour to my artistic decisions that I would not have otherwise applied. 
As a result of this study, I have developed a body of work that is now recognised as a point of 
difference in the Brisbane theatre industry. The academic rigour and sensibility that I bring to my 
practice has been honed over the years by constant interrogation of my works’ relationship with the 
participant.  
As an academic, this study has provided a new vocabulary with which to describe work of this nature. 
The notion of the performed ghost, the place of ambiguity in the immersion of the audience and the 
key term monadic environment has contributed to an under-theorised field that sits at the nexus 
between theatre and visual art. A performance approach and sensibility toward the audience, 
combined with a form that is predominantly identified as sitting within the visual arts cannon, has 
created new key terms that contribute to the discourse surrounding form, feeling and experience in 
immersive environments. The study has expanded the notion of the monad and introduced it as a 
term for the discourse of participatory art. Not only can these key terms be used to critique and 
analyse existing works, they can be used to inform the construction of new works and new 
experiences.  
At the onset of the study, I identified a gap in knowledge concerning the embodied, immersive 
experience in installation art. As a result, the research interrogated key ideas concerning 
environments, participatory art forms, methods for evoking memory in participants and the role of 
ambiguity in the creation of installed environments. The conceptual framework and the three key 
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operational principles provide a practice-based example for artists working in this territory that is 
positioned between art and performance. The vocabulary emerging from the study provides key 
insights into the theoretical and practice-based problems that artists and academics encounter when 
working at the forefront of new and evolving forms.  
This study began with a desire to evoke memories and emotions in the participant, and perhaps to 
bring to life a memory that was long quiet. My deep satisfaction lies in the participant descriptions of 
their experiences, for I will never know what it is to walk through such a space. Words in the face of a 
phenomenological and intangible idea are so insignificant, but in the participants’ struggles to 
articulate their experience, what they remembered and what they felt, I feel a great sense of 
achievement and excitement for what I may create next. As an academic, I now look forward towards 
opportunities to engage with fellow scholars in my field of expertise and to continue to interrogate the 
experience of the participant in monadic environments.  
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